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The Development of Descriptors on Scales
of Language Proficiency: Perspectives,
Problems, and a Possible Methodology

Based on a Theory of Measurement

Brian North
Eiirocentres Foundation

This paper looks at some of the theoretical issues underlying the develop-
ment of scales of language proficiency, which have become increasingly
popular during the last ten to fifteen years. The paper starts by giving a brief

classification of types of scales, then lists problems that have been noted in
connection with them and the attractions they offer. It then discusses the descrip-
tion issue and the measurement issue in proficiency scale development. A many-
faceted version of the Rasch item-response theory model is suggested as an
instrument that may aid the mapping of behaviors onto a common metric while
identifying different interpretation of the same descriptors by different types and
groups of users.

The immediate background to the paper is moves in Switzerland toward the
development of a common framework identifying the levels of proficiency
achieved by language learners at the points at which they switch between
educational sectors. Such a framework is complicated by ihe decentralization of
the Swiss system, in which the twenty-six cantons run their own educational
systems, and by the multilingual, multicultural nature of the country. This project
is a Swiss contribution to the moves toward a common European framework for
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language learning following the Council of Europe Intergovernmental Sympo-
sium "Transparency and Coherence in Language Learning in Europe: Objectives,
Assessment, and Certification," hosted by the Swiss government at Raschlikon,
near Zurich, in November 1991.

1. INTRODUCTION

Types of Scales of Language Proficiency

Scales of language proficiency are becoming increasingly popular as a way of
creating transparency and coherence in educational systems and subsystems.
Although the literature on scales of proficiency is thin on the groundwith the
exception of the great debate generated by the Proficiency Guidelines developed
by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTED on the
basis of the U.S. government system (ACTFL 1986; Byrnes and Canale 1987)
there are a large number of systems already in regular operation. Ingram and
Wylie (1989) present scales in a series of dichotomies, which are glossed and given
an example in Table 1.

In discussing types of scales of language proficiency, Alderson distinguishes
three types: those that provide quantitative information about tasks, the kind of
information that is useful for syllabus and test writers (constructor-oriented );
those that provide qualitative information about degrees of skill in the perfor-
mance (assessor-oriented); and those used to report results to nonspecialists
(user-oriented) (Alderson 1991a). North draws attention to the way in which a
simplification and synthesis of both constructor- and assessor-oriented (i.e.,
quantitative and qualitative) information might be appropriate in the descriptors
for user-oriented scales in a common reporting framework (North 1992b). In the

common framework for English, French, German, Spanish, and Italian that
Eurocentres is completing this year with the implementation of a common
ten-point scale of language proficiency, these three kinds of information are kept
largely separatethough there is a coherent thread running through the different
faces of the system. In practice, the original constructor-oriented scales are
seldom themselves used; the language specifications that are an analysis of their
content have been found more useful for syllabus and materials organization and
for test construction. Assessor-oriented assessment scales and criteria subscales
have been developed, as have user-oriented certification scales.

This distinction between constructor-oriented and assessor-oriented, qua n-
- titative and qualitative, information is similar to the distinction made by Bach-
man between "real life" approaches like ACTFL and the Australian Second
Language Proficiency Ratings (ASLPR), which furnishinformation about typical
tasks a user can do at a level, and what he calls an "ability/interaction" approach,
which looks at how the features of the learner's underlying competence interact
in the performance of the task (Bachman 1990b, p. 325).

Van Ek has noted a distinction between, on the one hand, a "general
characterisation" in scale descriptors designed to ensure "an easy overview of
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the most relevant points by a wide range of interested parties" and, on the other
hand, detailed specifications designed to "guide the planning of learning and
assessment activities" (Van Ek 1987). In the case he quotes (Elviri et al. 1986/87)
these specifications take the form of sample tests, but in others (e.g., ELTDU,
Eurocentres) they take the form of lists of tasks, functions, and structures.

Tais draws a further significant distinction between scales with language
specifications and scales without them. Scales with specifications, of which

Table 1

Whole range of proficiency
Exa mph': English Speaking Union Frame-
work Project, which calibrated British En-
glish as a foreign language (EFL)
examinations

Serial
(a continuous scale)

Example: English Speaking Union Frame-
work Project, ACTFL

General proficiency
Example: ACTFL, Eurocentres; these tend to
have an overall scale, or scales tor the four
skills, or both

Tasks only
(quantitative: a list or stringing together of
tasks the person can do)

Example: Early AC TFL

Proficiency
(a holistic concept: development along a con-
tinuum)

Examde: All of the above

Four-skill
Ixampie: All of the above except ELTDu and
IBM

Absolute, noncompensatory
(if You do not get passed on specified points,
vou fail the level)

Example: Interagency Language Round-
table/ ACM., and exam/threshold models

Briar, North I NI I C Occa,ional l'ailers, April 1193

Partial, relevant range
Example: English National Curriculurr,
which covers the range of proficiency of
English schoolchildren in ten levels

Threshold
(like a set of exams, which by covering all
the relevant levels gives a series of pass/fail
thresholds)

Example:Cambridge EFL exams, which now
make up a five-point threshold scale; this
scale is being adopted by the Association of
Language Testers in Europe

Language for specific purposes
Example: English Language Teaching Devel-
opment Unit (ELTDU) and IBM France, each
a grid of subscales for specific language
activities

Total behavior
(quantitative and qualitative: focused on the
degree of skill in the performance as well as
the tasks)

ExatttIlle: Roval Society of Arts, Eurocentres

Graded objectives
(mastery of a specified list ot tasks)

Example: Scottish Vocational Educational
Council, English graded-ohjecti yes schemes

Overall
Exiimpie: Finnish Foreign Language Diploma
for Professional Purposes

Global, holistic
(one synthetic judgment, which level is most
applicable)

Example: All the rest Of the above
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ELTDU was the first (ELTDU 1975), appear to be inspired directly or indirectly
by the Council of Europe specification for the "threshold level" (Van Ek 1975;

Coste 1976; Van Ek and Trim 1990). They are primarily concerned with how you
get people to the levels described on the scale. Scales without specifications, of
which the U.S. FSI (Foreign Service Institute) or later ILR (Interagency Language
Roundtable) scale was the first, concentrate on product assessment and are
usually primarily concerned with whether or not someone has passed a particular
threshold (for a job, to attend a course) or with awarding a diploma.

Problems with Scales of Proficiency

Brindley has listed the problems identified in relation to scales of language
proficiencystarting from the fact that it is very difficult to obtain any informa-
tion about how the descriptors in them were arrived at. His points are summa-
rized and glossed below (Brindley 1991):

1. The logic is circularthe levels equal the criteria, and vice versa. A person
is Level 3 because he or she can do these tasks; these tasks are Level 3 because
people at Level 3 have been found able to do them (Lantolf and Frawley
1985, 1988, 1992).

2. The incremental shape fails to take into account both backsliding
(Pienemann, Johnson, and Brindley 1988) and differential abilities in differ-
ent domains or "discourse worlds" (Douglas and Selinker 1985; Zuengler
1989). Any assumption in the scale that grammar and phonological ability
increase in a linear fashion is contradicted by SLA (second language acqui-
sition) research, which has shown variability to be dependent on such
factors as psychosociological orientation (Meisel, Clahens, and Pienemann
1981); emotional investment in the topic (Eisenstein and Starbuck 1989); the
discourse demands of the task; the desired degree of convergence/diver-
gence (Rampton 1987); planning time (Ellis 1987); and the ethnicity and
status of the interlocutor (Beebe 1983).

3. Descriptors are covertly norm-referenced, and there often seems to be no
principled relationship between performance features that appear in one
level (Skehan 1984; Brindley 1986).

4. It is very difficult to specify relative degrees of mastery with sufficient
precision. As Alderson has asked, "Is 'some' more than 'a few' but fewer
than 'several' or 'considerable' or 'many'and how many is 'many'?"

(Alderson 1991a

5. For a framework identified wi th an interview system like ACTFL, the range
of roles available to the speaker is severely restricted (Lantolf and Frawley
1988; Ra ffaldini 1988; Van Lier 1989; all acknowledged in Clark and Lett
1988).

4 Prian North C Paper:., il 7903
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6. Descriptors are highly context-dependent, which prevents generalization.

7. Interviews confuse the trait (what they are measuring) with the method used
to elicit it. The interviewer is judging a performance in an artificial exchange
that he or she is also responsible for (Bachman 1987/88).

8. A lack of upper and lower reference points (perfection, zero) makes a strict
application of criterion-referenced theory impossible. One could comment
that this would also make any other application of criterion-referencing
impossible too, so this objection is perhaps overstated. (The term criterion-
referoiced was apparently first used by Glaser, in an article in which he stated,
"Underlying the concept of achievement measurement is the notion of a
continuum of knowledge acquisition ranging from no proficiency at all to
perfect performance. An individual's achievement level falls at some point
on this continuum as indicated by the behaviors he displays during testing."
Glaser 1963, p. 519, cited in Glass 1978, p. 240.)

To Brindley's list can be added the following problems:

9. Use of vague generalizations that command acceptance because they can be
interpreted to mean different things by different people (Trim 1978).

10. Use of negative, demotivating, norm-referenced wording that fails to recog-
nize the possibility of good performance on low-level tasks and has little
relevance to curriculum planning (Trim 1978, 1991).

11. Constructing descriptors in an almost mechanical style, in such a way that
the difference between sentences describing a particular underlying compe-
tence at two adjacent levels is limited to two wordse.g., the substitution
of difficult for moderafr in one half of the sentence and of good for adequate or
some for most in the other. This reduces readability, particularly for outsiders
(North 1992b).

12. Allocating "key tasks" to levels without a principled basis, tapping into
convention and cliches among teachers and textbook and scale writers
(North 1992b).

13. Confusing cognitive complexity with linguistic complexity in the hierarchy
of tasks (Mareschal 1977though his example of a solution, the ELTDU
scale, does precisely that).

14. A tendency in communicative language teaching and testingand even in
SLA research (Lan tolf and Frawley 1984)to equate "communication" with
the passing of information. This is perhaps a reaction against the practice in
interviewing and teaching whereby the dominant partner asks questions to
which he or she already knows the answer, inviting a display-language
sample. Terms like input, output, and feedback are examples of how informa-
tion technology influences our thinking, even though the giving of informa-
tion is never a primary communicative goal (Sinclair 1985).

Brian Mirth /1\11.1..0 PallerS, April 19q.3



15. The common practice of relating scales to a needs analysis, one school of
which (Munby 1978) can lead to a reductive, analytical treatment of lan-
guage to the detriment of the development of "interactional competence"
(Kramsch 1986). The actual execution of conversationsthe way in which
turns are taken, addressees selected, the floor held, and so on (the "move
structure")and the real-time, unpredictable, purposeful nature of spoken
communication (Sinclair 1979, 1981) need to be taken into account.

In view of the comprehensiveness of this list of problems, it is perhaps
surprising that anyone would attempt to develop a scale of language proficiency.
With the notable exception of one or two contributors to the ACTFL debatefor
example, Lantolf and Frawley, who appear to consider any form of scale or set
of ascending levels or framework unacceptable on philosophical grounds
(Lantolf and Frawley 1985, 1988, 1992)most of those who have identified the
problems listed above are people who are interested in the possibilities for
transparent and coherent criterion-referenced assessment that scales of profi-
ciency offer.

Attractions of Scales of Proficiency

The main attraction of scales of proficiency made up of defined bands or levels
is their ability to provide a unifying framework to

increase the reliability of subjectively judged ratings, especially of the pro-
ductive language skills, and provide a common standard and meaning for
such judgments (Alderson 1991a);

provide guidelines for test construction (Dandonoli 1987; Dandonoli and
Henning 1990; Alderson 1991a);

report results from teacher assessment, scored tests, rated tests, and self-as-
sessment all in terms of the same instrument, and avoid the spurious
suggestion of precision given by a scores scale such as 1 to 1,000 (Alderson
1991a; Griffin 1989);

provide coherent internal links in a system among precourse or entry
testing, syllabus planning, materials organization, progress and exit assess-
ment, and certification (North 1991);

permit comparison between systems using a common metric or yardstick
(Lowe 1983; Liskin-Gasparro 1984; Bachman and Savignon 1986; Carroll and
West 1989); and

establish a frame of reference that can describe achievement in a complex
system in terms meaningful to all the different partners in or users of that
system (Trim 1978; Brind ley 1986, 1991; Schneider and Richterich 1992).

In additionprovided either that the units of the scale are small enough to
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measure increments of learning in the school system (North 1992b), or that school
grade scales can be designed in relation to broader bands on a proficiency scale
(Ingram and Wylie 1.989)scales of proficiency can be used to provide achieve-
ment stages and grades that reflect the curriculum of the classroom but that can
be translated into a proficiency statement and grade on a common framework.
Such achievement grades could be "soft data" steps assessed by informal testing
on the way to key points where "hard data" is obtained from examinations. This
is the idea behind the Council of Europe European Language Portfolio (Scharer
1992; Council of Europe 1992). Experience with an achievement certification
system anchored to known public examinations, as well as defined criteria in the
English Eurocentres, tends to suggest that teachers can internalize the standards
of a dual-function approach.

Lantolf and Frawley suggest that one should do nothing about framework
development until the problem of describing proficiency has been undertaken
and a model has been arrived at that everyone can agree with and that has been
empirically verified (Lantolf and Frawley 1985, 1988, 1992). Spolsky has voiced
a similar concern; however, in his case it appears more a concern that while such
systems can operate well in defined domains within a fairly homogeneous
institutional group dealing with relatively predictable subjects (e.g., examiners
for the U.S. ILR, for Eurocentres, for the Royal Society of Arts/Cambridge
Certificate of Communicative Skills in English), the state of knowledge on lan-
guage proficiency makes the design of a common metric, a common frame of
reference, premature (Spolsky 1992). Put another way, this concern characterizes
a common framework as an unattainable perfect goala holy grail.

In discussing the shortcomings and limitations of scales of proficiency, there
is an important distinction to be made between a theoretical model to describe the
nature of foreign language proficiency, and an operational model that people can
actually use. An operational model is always simpler than a theoretical model,
and while it relates to theoretical models, it may reinterpret elements to make
them more accessible in a particular context. Even theoretical models do not
describe reality. Rather, they "make ideas about experience explicit. They specify
how experience might be simplified so that it can be remembered and managed"
(Wright and Masters 1982, p. 60). Even a mathematically rigorous operational
scaling model has a very limited operational aim: "to approximate a limited but
reproducible continuity" (Wright and Masters 1982, p. 6). In this sense, then, the
criticism by Lantolf and Frawleythat scales of proficiency (in this case the
ACTFL Guidelines) model reality rather than mirroring it, that they have "con-
structed a reality" and are "prescriptions of a theorist deciding what speakers
ought to do"is simply misguided (Lantolf and Frawley 1985). All models7irf-
cluding, naturally, all testing models, all syllabus models, all discourse models,
all SLA models, and so onmodel reality; that is why they are called models.

Lantolf and Frawley criticize the ACTFL Guidelines because they are finely
honed, committee-produced, "lovely symmetrical" descriptors (circular logic,
point 1 in the list above). The symmetry in the ACTFL system actually goes
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further than Lantolf and Frawley state; it is indeed surprising the extent to which
proficiency is defined in the ACTFL literature as what is tested in the Oral
Proficiency Interviewwhich is defined as the operationalization of the guide-
lines, which dcfine proficiency (confusing the trait with the methoa: Bachman
1987/88, point 7 in the list above). That is a characteristic, and a weakness, of the
ACTFL/ILR system, exacerbated by using grammatical forms as anchoring
criteria for particular levels (consistent use of the past tense = advanced). This
systematizes two kinds of random errorthat of method effect, and that of
inappropriate anchors.

Systematizing tlw random error of nwthod effect. Getting everybody to interview
the same way, and to rate the same way (Bachman and Savignon 1986, point 6
above), is a problem with all subjective assessment systems that cannot make an
adjustment for task difficulty and rater severity (as is now possible in at least
development settings, discussed later in this paper). It is particularly a problem
with interviews that are ritualized unequal encounters in which the interviewer
is defending counsel, jury, and judge all at once and the dominated partner has
a very restricted range of roles (point 5 above: Raffaldini 1988; Kramsch 1986;
Shohamy 1988; North 1992a).

Many interview systems try to address this problem by eliciting phases
where discourse of radically different sorts takes placeincreasingly with two
examiners (as in the original FSI/ILR interviews), and increasingly with a mix of
native/non-native-speaker and non-native/non-native-speaker talk in an at-
tempt to have "washback validity" (Morrow 1986) or "systemic validity"
(Fredericksen and Collins 1989) to help the generation of interactional compe-
tence (Kramsch 1986). Byrnes's claim to find discourse competence in the Oral
Proficiency Interview (Byrnes 1989) misses the point that discourse competence
is inseparable from language. Discourse analysis was developed precisely to find
out what was going wrong in unequal encounters (classrooms, doctor-patient
interviews, management-union negotiations) and how the structure of the situ-
ation needed to be changed so as to improve interactional competenceand
successful outcomes (Sinclair 1985).

Systematizing the random error of inappropriate anchors. Everybody has preju-
dicespersonal criteria that make shortcuts in whatever the official system is;
the (,uestion that "sorts people out"; the rule of thumb that says, "I find that
people who can do this are intermediate." The reason for attaching descriptions
to levels is to make the criteria applied explicit, shared, and consistent. If the
anchors are not chosen on the basis of theory, experience, and empirical item
analysis, if a simplistic assumption is used to anchor a key threshold between
two levels, error is systematized (Landy and Farr 1983). Using specific linguistic
forms as anchors (e.g., consistent use of the past = advanced, as in ACTFL), rather
than making a holistic judgment about range and accuracy so as to determine
where someone is in his or her development, is a risky business made riskier if it

does not take into account wha t is known from SLA research about fixed and
variable sequencing (Pienemann and Johnson 1987). It is this problem that people
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are referring to when they characterize the ACTFL system as a discrete-point
approach, and it is for this reason tnat some systems (e.g., Eurocentres) separate
language specifications (constructor-oriented, for input) from scale descriptors
(assessor- and/or user-oriented).

To be fair to ACTFL raters, Magnan's study of what actually happens in
ACTFL interviews suggests that at least some raters do not actually equate
linguistic forms with levels when they rate, but do make a holistic judgment
(Magnan 1988).

However, the fact that a particular standard may be found to reflect deci-
sions that can be criticizedthe fact that a standard is "arbitrarily" set (Lantolf
and Frawley 1985)is not in itself an argument against it, since all standards are
arbitrary value judgments, whether they are fire standards, health standards, or
environmental standards (Popham 1978; Hambleton 1978; Cronbach 1961, cited
in Davies 1988; Linacre 1992). Indeed, the arguments voiced against setting
common standards, when there is a clear need and a wide consensus that they
should be developed, remind me of the inability of policymakers to agree to stop
global warming because researchers have not finished explaining it yet.

As Prpham puts it,

Una'Ae to avoid reliance on human judgment as the chief ingredient in
sta,tdard-setting, some individuals have thrown up their hands in dismay and
cast aside all efforts to set performance standards as "arbitrary" and hence
unacceptable.

But Webster's dictionary offers us two definitions of arbitrary. The first
of these is positive, describing arbitrary as an adjective reflecting choice or
discretion, that is "determinable by a judge or tribunal." The second definition,
pejorative in nature, describes arbitrary as an adjective denoting capricious-
ness, that is: "selected at random and without reason." In my estimate, when
people start knocking the standard-setting game as arbitrary, they are clearly
employing Webster's second, negatively loaded definition.

But the first definition is more accurately reflective of serious standard-
setting efforts. They represent genuine attempts to do a good job in deciding
what kinds of standards we ought to employ. That they are judgmental is
inescapable. But to malign all judgmental operations as capricious is absurd.
(Popham 1978, p. 168, cited in Hambleton 1978)

Developments sie 1978 do enable the "arbitrariness" or judge-subjectivity to
be reduced, but not removed.

A scale of proficiency has two axes: horizontal (categories, which might be
seen as a validity issue) and vertical (levels or bands, which might be seen as a
reliability issue). In other words, there is a description issue (that the categories
employed are related to a model of competence), and there is a measurement
issue (that since everyone will treat the scale as if it were linear, it should be rela ted
to a model of measurement). In considering these two aspects, there is an equally
important third aspect, ct feasibility issue. Is the model a practical one? The fact
that a model has sound academic foundationsthat it reflects what applied
linguists currently think they know or do not know about the nature of language
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proficiencydoes not necessarily mean that it will work. An "arbitrary" judg-
ment has to be made.

The essential problem is that even in the physical sciences there are no
absolutely fixed categories or fixed scale values (Linacre 1989). All data is related
somewhere to a theory, to a model that tries to take account of information given
by existing data; and all data is collected, structured, and simplified by persons,
and so affected by the theory or mental frame of reference they have. The problem
with regard to language and mental measurement is, of course, far greater than
for the physical sciences, but it is a difference of degree and not of kind.

The following two sections will consider the description problem and the
measurement problem. The first section concludes that while one can take
account of state-of-the-art models that try to describe communicative language
proficiency/competence, it is in fact very difficult to establish the construct
validity of a model of communicative competence through classic quantitative-
analysis methods like correlations, factor analysis, and multitrait-multimethod
analysis. The second section, on measurement issues, discusses the kinds of
problems involved with the subjective judgments that are an inevitable part of
scale or framework development, and proposes that a state-of-the-art measure-
ment modelthe many-faceted Rasch model (Linacre 1989)can provide a
pragmatic solution. Indeed, recent studies of the ACTFL Guidelines, perhaps
spurred by the objections about "arbitrariness," have used this methodology to
demonstrate that if the hierarchy of the ACTFL scale is arbitrary, this arbitrary
judgment is shared by a far wider and more diverse range of people tl,an critics
may thinkincluding naive native speakers (Dandonoli and Henning 1990;
Kenyon and Stansfield 1992).

The Linacre many-faceted Rasch model can yield rich information about (1)
how different groups of partners in the overall systemteachers, students,
potential employersinterpret information and interact with ways of describing
competence; ard (2) how different components of competence interact in perfor-
mance on tasks at different levels. Such information can inform decisions taken
in the process of developing a scale about how to describe different aspects of
competence, at different levels, for different users (the description issue), as well
as addressing the measurement issue. Such an approach cannot address what is
taken traditionally to be the key issue in construct validity, namely convergent
and divergent validitythat different ways of testing/describing the same thing
should get very similar results, while similar ways of testing/describing different
things should get very different resultsbut as is described in the next section,
that approach does not seem to be getting very far. When it is applied to
underlying aspects of competence, the results are inconclusive (see discussion
below); when it is applied to the four skills (Dandonoli and Henning 1990), it
does not tell us a lot more than that the four skills were found to be separate, or
that test method effects got in the way of finding that they are separate. The Rasch
model can provide information about how subdomains within a skill (e.g.,
writing different kinds of text) differ, which could be the basis for a scale based
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upon "language activities" rather than the four skills (North 1992b; North et al.
1992); indeed, these distinctions have been found to be more significant in explaining
student test performance (Po llitt and Hutchinson 1987, discussed below).

An approach exploiting a many-faceted version of the Rasch model, while
not empirically demonstrating strict construct validity, could take account of
Messick's broader definition of construct validity to include relevance/utility,
value implications, and social consequences (Messick 1989), by identifying what
factors appear relevant and measuring how different partners in the evaluation
network put value on them in order to arrive at a system that has its "arbitrary"
decisions resting on a theoretical and empirical basis.

2. THE DESCRIPTION ISSUE

Models of Communicative Language CompetenceRroficiency

Stern lists a number of interpretations of language proficiency (Stern 1983):

single-concept approachesnot held seriously since 011er's retraction or
rewording of the unitary competence hypothesis (01 1er 1976, 1983);

binary concepts like Cummins's BICS/CALP (basic interpersonal commu-
nicative skills/cognitive academic language proficiency)decontextual-
ized language trapped by school tests (Cummins 1979, 1980, 1983);

Canale and Swain's classic model (Canale and Swain 1980, 1981; Canale
1983); and

multiple categories such as those put forward in a Council of Europe context
by Van Ek and Trim and by Carroll, to whom one should add Morrow (Van
Ek 1975, 1986; Van Ek and Trim 1990; Carroll 1978, 1980; Morrow 1977).

Canale and Swain's ideas, Cummins's BICS/CA LP, and Bialystok's distinc-
tion between explicit and implicit learning (Bialystok 1982, 1986) were used as
the basis for the Development of Bilingual Proficiency Project (Harley et al. 1987,
1990), which will be briefly discussed below.

Van Ek and Trim's ideas have since developed in a direction very similar to
those of Canale and Swain (Van Ek 1986) and have been incorporated into a
second edition of The Threshold Level (Van Ek and Trim 1990).

Carroll's ideas have been operationalized in the British Council's ELTS
now revised and called IELTS, the International English Language Testing Ser-
vice, and administered jointly by the British Council, the University of
Cambridge, the International Development Program of Australian Universities
and Colleges (IDP), and Australian Education Cent; es (Ingram 1990; Ingram and
Clapham 1988; Westaway, Alderson, and Clapham 1990)and in the English
Speaking Union Framework Project, which calibrated British EFL exams to a
common nine-band yardstick of descriptors (Carroll and West 1989).

Morrow's blueprint of Techniques of Evaluation for a Not ional Syllabus for the
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Royal Society of Arts (Morrow 1977) developed into RSA examinations in the
Communicative Use of English as a Foreign Language (CUEFL)now called the
Certi ficate of Communicative Skills in English and run by Cambridge (University
of Cambridge/RSA 1990)and the range of foreign language examinations
offered by the RSA Examinations Board (RSA 1989), developed from the CUEFL
and the experience gained during the graded-objectives movement (Page and
Hewett 1987).

There is a considerable amount of overlap among what might be considered
the three leading theoretical modelsthose of Canale and Swain (Canale and
Swain 1980, 1981), of Van Ek (Van Ek 1986; Van Ek and Trim 1990), and of
Bachman (Bachman and Palmer 1982; Bachman 1987/88, 1990b). However, the
distinction among pragmatic, discourse, and sociolinguistic competence is not
always clear (Schachter 1990). At least some people have difficulty keeping apart
all the "socio" categoriesof which Van Ek has four in his original 1986 version
(Council of Europe 1991, p. 59)and all three groups of authors have shuffled
the grouping of categories in succeeding versions of their models.

Bachman and Palmer's original multitrait-multimethod study of grammat-
ical, pragmatic, and sociolinguistic competence (the traits) through a modified
ACTFL interview, a writing sample, a multiple-choice test, and a self-rating (the
methods), using confirmatory factor analysis, found a higher-order general factor
plus two trait factors that they called grammatical and pragmatic competence
(Bachman and Palmer 1982). The multitrait-multimethod analysis they used
(Campbell and Fiske 1959) has been used by psychologists as an empirical test of
construct validity: a test that the thing supposedly being testedthe trait or
constructexists and is trapped by the tests. In the method, convergent and
divergent validity are established if the different measurements of the same trait
(say, grammatical competence) correlate more highly than the same methods
(say, multiple-choice tests) across the different traits.

The Development of Bilingual Proficiency (DBP) Project at Toronto tried to
take things a step further by again using confirmatory factor analysis in an
attempt to validate the Canale and Swain model empirically (Canale 1983 ver-
sion): grammatical, discourse, and sociolinguistic competence (presumably, like
Van Ek, seeing strategic competence as "compensatory"), plus Cummins's
BICS/CALP and Bialystok's implicit learning/explicit learning distinction. The
results were disappointing, failing to support the hypotheses.

Bachman attributes the failure to the construction of the test, suggesting that
the instruments were more complex than the traits they were trying to measure;
the model got mixed up in its operationalization. Second, he criticizes the use of
a rotation approachorthogonal rotation, normally used when traits are not
expected to correlate. Third, he suggests that the interference of test method
probably accounted for as much variance as the traits being measured, even if
they had not got mixed up anyway (Bachman 1990a).

Schachter, at the same symposium as Bachman, argues on theoretical
grounds for a basic grammatical / pragmatic distinction, and argues again that
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the model was not conceptually clear and was therefore imperfectly operationa-
lizedhence the finding of one large factor. Attributing the large factor to a
general proficiency, as 01 ler had done (01 ler 1976), was to miss the point: the
problem was in the conceptualization (Schachter 1990).

Pa ulston is a little more blunt than either Bachman or Schachter:

Another research issue is the law of the hammer. Give a small boy a hammer
and everything he encounters needs hammering. In the DBP model validation
studies the hammer was factor analysis, and I found it interesting how very
little elucidation results from the analysis. Any study that can have three
mutually exclusive "solutions" leaves me confused. "An inherent difficulty in
validating models of L2 proficiency is that measures faithfully reflecting a
particular construct may not have adequate psychometric properties, while
other psychometrically acceptable measures may fall short of representing the
construct" (Harley et al. 1990, p. 24). The implication is quite clear that we need
qualitative and quantitative approaches to understanding second language
acquisition; and that aiw reliance on quantification and psychometrics, how-
ever rigourous, is not sufficient. (Paulston 1990)

Bachman's conclusion is that, in terms of the history of empirical research
into the nature of language proficiency as outlined by the DBP investigators
(Allen et al. 1983, pp. 55-58), just as Oiler's research on a global "g" factor and
his retraction (01 1er 1976,1983) brought to an end the era of exploratory factor
analysis, so the DBP study brings to an end a second period characterized by
"increasingly complex and comprehensive frameworks of language proficiency"
and by "sophisticated (and exhausting) research designs and statistical analyses."
He continues:

During that time I the second period] several other studies have also demon-
strated what, it seems to me, is one of the main outcomes of this study: that
both the background characteristics of language learners ... and test method
effects . . . can influence test performance as strongly as the traits we wish to
examine, and that there are thus limitations on the analysis of test performance
as a paradigm for research into the nature of language proficiency. While there
may still be a researcher or two out there who secretly hopes for the opportu-
nity to conduct a "really big" MTMM imultitrait-multimethod I study, the DBI'
MTMM study may have marked the passing of a paradigm. (Bachman 1990a)

Factor analysis, especially using the multitra i t-mul ti method approach used
by Bachman and Palmer (Campbell and Fiske 1959), has long been the established
method in behavioral psychology to establish construct validity empirically. Yet
other studies, concerned with the direct rating of proficiency, also suggest that
attempts to trap underlying parameters of language ability through quantitative
methods like factor analysis and multitrait-multimethod analysis have only
limited chances of success.

For example, two studies using factor analysis of performance ratings from
behavioral scales of work performance (Norman and Goldberg 1966; Kavanagh,
MacKinney, and Wolins 1971) suggest that "a factor analysis of ratings tells us
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more about the cognitive structure of the raters than the behaviour patterns of
the ratees" (Landy and Farr 1983, P. 155). In other words, the parameters people
see may reflect more the way they think and less what they are looking at. This
reinforces findings from two studies on "halo effect" (transfer of judgment from
overall holistic rating to rating for specific categories, or between categories);
these studies suggest that "observed attribute intercorrelations may be at least
partially a product of raters' conceptual schemes as well as of the true inter-
correlation between traits" (Cooper 1981, p. 223, summarizing Passini and Nor-
man 1966 and Norman 1963).

Borman therefore argues that it is a mistake to use the ratings of different
"partners" as the methods in a classic multitrait-multimethod analysis to estab-
lish the validity of performance ratings, expecting them to display "convergent
validity" (i.e., to agree on ratings), since in work performance the partners
(supervisors, peers, subordinates) have legitimate separate perspectives and may
well be concerned with different aspects of performance. Why should their views
converge (Borman 1974; Landy and Farr 1980)? Ratees in different roles may
exhibit different "true scores"; and different measurement sources, particularly
raters with different perspectives, "may capture different aspects of the total
criterion construct space" (Lance, Teachout, and Donnelly 1992, p. 447).

Strong halo effects are shown in a recent language study (Hamp-Lyons and
Henning 1991) attempting to use multitrait-multimethod analysis to validate
definitions of rating qualities designed to give communicati ve writing profiles
(with qualities as traits and raters as methods). The raters (all the same type of
partner) could not keep the rating factors (competence parameters, qualities of
performance) sufficiently separate; their judgments on the different qualities
were related to one another and did not confirm the independent existence of the
qualities. This repeats the finding of Yorozuya and 011er's factor analysis using
rating scales without any definitions; they claimed strong halo effect whether one
sample was rated on all the parameters before looking at the next sample, or
whether all the samples were rated first for one parameter, then for the next, and
so on (Yorozuya and 011er 1980). That research itself repeated results from a series
of studies conducted between 1956 and 1968 in work evaluation (cited by Landy
and Farr 1983, p. 149).

A significant study by Pollitt and Hutchinson describes a three-component
writing-skills assessment approach focusing on appropriacv (equated with socio-
cu!tural competence), ideas structuring and selection (discourse competence), and
expression (grammatical competence), with the sociolinguistic element being
determined by the context, audience, and purpose of the tasksa letter, a report,
a newspaper article, a story, an opinion (Pollitt and Hutchinson 1987). Two forms
of analysis were usedfirst a traditional correlational analysis, and then a Rasch
analysis. The correlations showed that the ratings for the underlying compe-
tences (performance qualities) were strongly interrelated, but that performance
on one task appeared to be almost completely independent of performance on
another. The authors conclude:
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The results underline the importance of including a wide enough range of
language functions in writing tasks in any comprehensive language assess-
ment, while at the same time they suggest that the particular model of
competence used (to rale the perfornunice on different subscales) may not be too
important. (Po Ilitt and Hutchinson 1987, p. 90)

They also discuss in some detail how the Rasch modelwhich will be discussed
in more detail in the section on measurementyielded far more interesting
information than correlations about the way in which the performance level, the
tasks, and the competence components (performance qualities) interacted in
patterned ways. In other words, although the Rasch model is concerned with
measurement, it is in practice more informative about the structure of compe-
tence at different levels than traditional methods that reduce everything to
numberslike correlations, multitrait-multimethod analysis, and factor
analysis.

To summarize: One can expect that multitrait-multimethod analysis will
continue to be used as a prime methodology for establishing the construct
validity of language testsparticularly to establish that a test traps the trait
concerned (e.g., listening) more than the method (e.g., deducing the correct
multiple-choice alternative), as in Bachman's series of studies. However, the
technique appears to have limited application for the development of framework
descriptors, for two reasons:

It is very difficult to operationalize the theoretical constructs in tests that
keep them separate; they appear not to be homogeneous traits. The Devel-
opment of Bilingual Proficiency Project members conclude that the elements
of the Cana le and Swain modeland, one might infer, the Van Ek and
Bachman modelsare not unitary, pure, or homogeneous: "Each trait may
be made up of many different components, and there is no reason why all
the components in a trait must correlate" (Harley et al. 1990). This point is
extended to rating scales in a recent evaluation of multitrait-multimethod
analyses: "If items from the same scale actually reflect different traits, or
items from different scales actually reflect the same trait, then scale scores
cannot be interpreted in terms of trait and method effects" (Marsh and
Hocevar 1988, p. 108, cited in Lance, Teachout, and Donnelly 1992, p. 439).

It is very difficult for raters with the same perspective to keep such con-
structs separate when rating performance because of (1) the fact that the
analysis may show more what was in the raters' heads than what was in the
performances; (2) halo effect/ holistic rating; (3) the fact that the traits may
be nonhomogeneous and therefore genuinely interrelatedso-called true
halo; and (4) the fact that the student performances on a scale of proficiency
may very well yield predominantly flat profiles, since the steps on most
scales arc relatively large in relation to learning development.

What is more, Pollitt and I lutchinson's experiment suggests that the shape of the
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underlying model of competence is less significant than the range of tasks to be
performed. Their study suggests that it might be more useful to take a sociolin-
guistic ordering by context of use (task, language activity) as the principal
horizontal axis in a descriptive framework system, rather than the underlying
competence parameters and /or the particular rating categories used. This is in
fact the approach taken in the business-oriented IBM France and ELTDU grids
of subscales (IBM 1978; ELTDU 1975) and proposed by North as a option for a
common framework (North 1992b; North et al. 1992).

It may be just as well that the underlying model of competence used in rating
qualities appears to be less significant than the range of sociolinguistic tasks or
contexts. Although there is considerable agreement that underlying cornpetences
of the type discussed exist, there is no particular reason, considering the argu-
ments above, why they should be directly observable and ratable any more than
there is reason to believe, given the disappointing results of the Canadian
Development of Bilingual Proficiency Project, that it is possible to write test items
that trap them. This suggests to me that underlying traits like linguistic, dis-
course, sociolinguistic, and sociocultural may not be appropriate bases for assess-
ment scales, as for example Bachman has proposed (Bachman and Savignon 1986;
Bachman 1987 /88, 1989, 1990b). Furthermore, it seems so difficult to define them
that an attempt to do so (Bachman and Palmer 1982, 1983, cited in Bachman
1987/88, 1989, 1990b), as Brindley comments (Brindley 1991, p. 11), seems forced
into precisely the kind of juggling of qualifiers like sonic and many that Alderson
has noted (Alderson 1991a), and that lead to the kind of confusing, word-pro-
cessed alternatives criticized by North (North 1992b).

Bachman comes to the conclusion that a common scale should be expressed
in abstract terms in order to avoid defining it "with reference to the performance
of different groups of test takers," since it is "virtually impossible to define
criterion levels of language proficiency in terms of actual individuals or actual
performance" because "zero" and "perfect" language competence do not really
exist (Bachman 1989, pp. 254-56). This is a very strict interpretation of Glaser's
original concept of criterion-referenced assessment (see point 8 in the list given
in the first section). Psychometrically, the requirement of such an interpretation
can in fact be met by applying a Rasch model during the development of a scale,
since "zero" is to be found at the center of the scale while "perfection," infinity,
is to be found at the two ends. Divorcing the development of such a scale from
the description of actual performance seems in any case to run counter to Glaser's
intentions. According to Glass, Glaser chose the term criterion because of its
classical psychometric meaning as "a scale formed by the observation or record-
ing of behaviour which the psychometric instrument is to predict" (Glass 1978,
p. 242).

One alternative to an abstract approach based on underlying competences
is what might be called a pragmatic approach based on operational models of
competence, the kind of criteria for degrees of skill suggested by Carroll and
Morrow and used in the suites of communicative examinations becoming avail-
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able in Europe (e.g., University of Cambridge/ RSA 1990). These approaches take
account of theories of underlying competences but regroup them in order to focus
on features that are more observableor features that, it is felt, should be
highlighted with regard to a particular task. It does not fully solve the problems
of vagueness and word-processed symmetry mentioned above, but it does make
things a I:ttle easier.

The approach to the assessment of group interaction developed for Eu-
rocentres U.K. (North 1986, 1991, 1992a), for example, splits linguistic and socio-
linguistic competence into range (after Carroll 1980) and accuracy (which includes
a ppropriacy, as with ACTFL); it has Bachman's psychophysiological competence
(Bachman 1990b) plus Faerch and Kasper's preplanning and processing (Faerch
and Kasper 1983) under delivery; and it puts discourse "challenge" (getting help
when you don't followBurton 1980), other strategic competence, "collaborative
moves" (Barnes and Todd 1977), and sociocultural competence under interaction.
(Range, Accuracy, Delivery, Interaction, plus Overall = RADIO.)

Rating categories seem in fact to vary just as much as discourseanalysis and
interaction-analysis categories do. There are myriad factors, but one can work
only with a few, and so people group them in different ways. Institutions develop
their own criteria and train raters to use them, developing "schools" in the
process. Some schools seem to think they have an exclusive definition of profi-
ciency. Most, however, recognize that there are many routes to the same goal. In
British EFL, teachers often switch between systems as they work for their school
or examining boards, or they give their students a "mock exam."

Since rating categories are a metalanguage used to talk about competence,
and since this is a very valuable experience for teacher development, it can be
argued that the competence categories usedwhether of the underlying variety
like "sociocultural competence" or Of the operational variety like "range"
should haN, e relevance for the people who are expected to use them, and prefer-
ably should be developed empirically with them, rather than being standardized
in a common framework. It is, of course, possible to generalize across systems
and create "supracategories," as North and Page have recently done in a synthesis
across thirty-five proficiency scales (North et al. 1992); but such a generalization
is merely a lingua franca to people's metalanguages.

Behavioralh/ Based Scales in Work Performance

Developing assessment scales with the kind of people who are going to use them
was the approach pioneered by Smith and Kendall, who appear to have devel-
oped the first defined or "transparent" assessment scales outside the U.S. Foreign
Service Institute (Smith and Kendall 1963). They were reacting against a practice
whereby abstract categories (traits) determined by psychologists on the basis of
intuition or factor analysis were parachuted into hospitals to be used by head
nurses in ra ting their juniors. Smith and Kendall's motivation was the unreliabil-
ity of the resultant ratings, and they developed the first form of what are called,
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generically, behaviorally based rating scales. The particular form they invented
is called either behavioral expectation scales or, more usually, behaviorally
anchored rating scales, because the rating scale has "anchors" of expected per-
formancesbehavior you would expect to observe.

The history of the use of behaviorally based scales in work evaluation shows
some parallels with the history of the development of scales of proficiency in
language teaching, with igard to the ways people have tried to give meaning to
numbers, to describe the features being assessed.

Before the arrival of numerical rating scales in the aftermath of World War
I, all one had was weighted marks for undefined characteristics or dimensions
as indeed one still sees in many foreign language examinations, such as the new
Diplôme Elérnentaire de Langue Française.

Two classic forms of numerical rating sca le are reproduced in Figures 1 and
2. The first has a short definition of the "dimension," "trait," or "skill" concerned,
plus an indication of the meaning of the two ends of the continuum; the second
just labels the dimension. Such rating scales do not have definitions attached to
the steps on the scale itself. Both types illustrated have been used in language
examinations. For example, the FSI oral interview used such a simple scale in the
1970s for the performance of the factors accent, grammar, vocabulary, fluency,
and comprehension (Wilds 1975, p. 38):

1. ACCENT foreign : : : native

The Goethe Institute's Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom still uses a numerical
marking scale with just a label for each dimension.

Figure 1

Administrative Skills

Manning ahead; organizing time efficiently; completing paperwork accurately and on time; keeping track of
appointments; not wasting time.

Effective

Ineffective

7

6

5

4

3

2

0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Entluisiasm 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 5 4

Source: W. C. Borman, "Behavior-based Rating Scales," in Perfmnumce Assessment: Methods and
Applications, ed. R. Berk (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986), p. 102.
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The first attempt to provide detail about the kinds of behavior associated
with different parts of the continuum represented by the scale was the develop-
ment of the "graphic rating scale" (Paterson 1922; Freyd 1923). The original
graphic rating scales were a continuous line between two points. The dimension
being measured was described in a general definition at the top of the scale, and
behavior associated with different parts of the continuum was described in short
definitions called cues. The cues were spaced equidistantly along the continuum
and connected to it so as to present scale steps. However, raters were not asked
to pick the most appropriate cue (or scale step); rather, having decided which
cues were most appropriate to the performance being rated, they were asked to
mark a point on the continuous line itself, which would necessarily be between
cues.

The next significant development was to arrange the scale vertically rather
than horizontally, thus allowing more room for longer and therefore more precise
cues (Champney 1941). The difficulties of formulating precise cues, and the
danger of vague relative language that has recently been criticized in relation to
scales of language proficiency (Brindley 1991; Alderson 1991asee point 4 in the
list given in the first section of this paper), were recognized in 1941:

Incisipeness. A cue must be more than mere words. It should describe behav-
iour with as much concrete vividness as is compatible with the breadth of the
definition. The use of words like "rarely," "usually," "slightly," and "ex-
tremely," is only excusable if the scale value does not depend on them.
(Champney 1941, p. 144)

Champney's second innovation was to promote a multidimensional model with
a scale for each dimension; all subjects (talking of five or six) would be rated on
the same dimension before going on to the next dimension.

The weak points of the graphic rating scale methodology, even incorporat-
ing Champney's innovations, were deciding the dimensions, selecting or
designing the cues, and deciding what scale value to give the cues on each
dimension. To assign values, Champney used a rank-ordering rater-agreement
task still often used in scale construction.

Smith and Kendall therefore developed a rigorous methodology of cross:-
checking workshops and item analysis for identifying dimensions that made
sense to the people who were to use the scale, for selecting the cues from a pool
offered on the basis of consistent interpretation, and for giving scale values to
those most appropriate cues. These behavioral cues "anchored" rating observa-
tions to the continuumhence the name behaviorally anchored rating scale, or
BARS (Smith and Kendall 1963).

BARS scales take various appearances, a classic simple one appearing in
Figure 2. Note that there is no attempt to give a behavioral anchor to each step
on the scale, nor do the anchors line up against scale points exactly; they are
situated in the band between the points at the mean rating they received in the
development workshops. The rater thinks of the behavior that has been observed
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in relation to the anchors, deciding whether this represents a higher or lower level
on the continuum, and selects the most appropriate scale step for the rating.

A further innovation by Smith and Kendall was to expand the qualitative
description of the dimension that appeared at the top of the scale (see Figure 2)
into three qualitative, more abstract descriptions: for a very high performance,
for a very low performance, and for an average performance or minimum
adequate competencein the middle. These three longer paragraph descriptors
were then put on the left of the scale. A variation on the original Smith and
Kendall approach to qualitative descriptors is given by Landy and Farr (1983, pp.

Figure 2

Salesmanship Skills

Skillfully persuading prospects to join the navy; using navy benefits and opportunities effectively to sell the
navy; closing skills; adapting selling techniques appropriately to different prospects; effectively overcoming

objections to joining the navy.

9

8

7

6

5 1

4

3

2

_

A prospect stated he wanted the nuclear power program or he would not sign up. When he did not
qualify, the recruiter did not give up; instead, he talked the young man into electronics by
emphasizing the technical training he would receive.

The recruiter treats objections to joining the navy seriously; he %N.orks hard to counter the objections
with relevant, positive arguments for a navy career.

When talking to a high school senior, the recruiter mentions names of other seniors from that school
who have already enlisted.

When an applicant qualifies for only one program, the recruiter tries to convey to the applicant that it
is a desirable program.

When a prospect is deciding on which service to enlist in, the recruiter tries to sell the navy by
describing navy life at sea and adventures in port.

During an interview, the recruiter said to the applicant, "I'll try to get you the school you want, hut
frankly it probably won't be open for another three months, so why don't you take your second
choice and leave now."

The recruiter insisted on showing more brochures and films even though the applicant told him he
wanted to sign up right now.

When a prospect states an objection to being in the navy, the recruiter ends the conversation because
he thinks the prospect must not be interested.

Source: W. C. l3orman, "Behavior-based Rating Scales," in Performance Assessment: Methods and
Applications, ed. R. Berk (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986), p. 103.
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62-65). In that variant the continuum is divided into three sections or broad
ranges of level, with the qualitative summary statement covering the whole of
each range rather than points at the two ends and middle; the behavioral anchors
are also grouped in these three broad levels.

The BARS combination of, in our terminology, task information in the
behavioral cues or anchors, plus qualitative information for broader levels, helped
increase transparency. People could see what- was being talked about. A rash of
empirical studies conducted in the 1970s were inconclusive as to whether such
transparency led to improved accuracy and consistency of the ratings themselves
(for reviews, see Jacobs, Kafry, and Zedeck 1980; Kingstrom and Bass 1981;
Borman 1986). Nevertheless, the potential of a metalanguage for rater training,
ratee feedback, personnel training, job analysis, policvmaking, and so on made
BARS an increasingly popular evaluation format.

A major consideration in the BARS approach is that the behavioral anchors
refer to very concrete, specific examples of behaviorthe kind of thing a person
at this level could be expected to do. Indeed, the original name of the Smith and
Kendall invention was behavioral expectation scale (BES). The equivalence of
such an approach for a scale of language proficiency would be a numerical scale
with the anchors being tasks the student could be expected to perform at each of
the levels on each of the dimensions. A language certificate statement like:

Can write on a range of subjects, and compose personal and straightforward
formal letters so that, despite some errors and problems with formulation, the
reader has little difficulty following. (Eurocentres certificate, writing, Level 6)

might form the basis of an anchor like:

If this student had to write to an English-speaking friend in order to maintain
contact and pass on some important information about arrangements, could
be expected to produce a letter that the friend had little difficulty following,
despite some errors and problems of formulation.

The appeal of BARS is the concreteness of the anchors. The main difficulty with
the approach is that the raters have to judge where the behavior observed "fits"
on the scale. To do that, they have to infer how a person would behave in a specific
situation, and some people experience difficulty doing that. Notice that the BARS
approad, of focusing on one very specific behavior to anchor a level of perfor-
mance would mean that the more general part of the certificate statement for this
level ("can write on a range of subjects") and another specific behavior mentioned
("can compose straightforward formal letters so that ...") would both be omitted
from the scale.

This demonstrates the main problem people had with BARS: the examples
tend to be too specific, and it can be difficult to generalize from them. Although
BARS scales continue to be used extensively, the response to these difficulties has
been the development of two rival successors, which parallel very closely the
directions taken in applying the ideas behind behavioral scales to language
learning: behavioral observation scales, and behavior summary scales.
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Behavioral observation scales (BOS). In the BOS approach, a long list of tasks
in the domain is provided, with each task separately rated on a numerical scale,
usually 0 to 5. One variant would be just checking off the tasks (yes/no). Another
would be using what is called a modified standard scalezero for an average
performance, minus for a low one, and plus for a high one.

This is the kind of quantitative approach used in the graded-objectives
movement. It is closely related to behavioral objectives in nonlanguage voca-
tional education (typing, machine skills), the so-called competence-based ap-
proach, the "mastery learning" interpretation of criterion-referenced assessment.
The trouble is that it does not place the student on a continuum in an overall
framework; it is difficult to generalize about competence on the basis of checked-
off assessments of performance on a list of tasks, particularly when, as is often
the case, there is no comment about the quality of the performance. Such an
approach could, however, be used within a defined broader level as a form of
continuous assessment, and in most language applications this seems to be
implicitly the case, since the applications tend to be in programs aiming to get
students up frl the threshold level.

Behavior summary scales (BSS). In the BSS approach, anchor paragraphs are
written that are representative of and common to the broader range of behaviors,
incidents, and subskills that are scaled at each level, and more abstract comment
is included. In other words, the kind of abstract comment about the quality of
performance that started appearing on some forms of BARS is extended with
examples of specific behaviors that are intended to be representative. The scale
will probably have three or four subscales on different performance aspects, and
it may group narrower numbered levels into broader defined levels (Land y and
Farr 1983, pp. 104-9). BSS scales thus take criterion-referenced assessment to
mean not declaring someone's mastery of specific points in a domain, but ra ther
identi fying someone's stage of development on a continuum (Hambleton 1988;
Berk 1988; Glaser 1963).

One way the BSS approach has developed in the language field is the LSP
(language for specific purposes) scales of ELTDU and IBM France mentioned at
the beginning, with a rating for each level for a set of specific contexts of use
(language activities); ELTDU has twenty-six such subscales, and neither ELTDU
nor IBM France has a global scale. Another application is the scaling of different
aspects of performance in assessment subscales for the degrees of skill required
(Carroll 1980; Carroll and Hall 1985; Carroll and West 1989; IELTS; University of
Cambridge/ RSA 1990; RSA 1989; Eurocentres scales of language proficiency,
assessment versions).

The BOS and BSS approaches differ in presentation, but all three types
(BARS, BUS, and BSS) tend to share the same development techniqueusually
simplified and less rigurous derivations of that employed by Smith and Ken-
dalland as a result they tend to produce similar results. During the 1970s there
was a whole series of inconclusive forma t-com pari son studies, some showing the
one format to be superior, some the other. Apart from methodological problems
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that make comparison difficult, if not impossible (Kingstrom and Bass 1981), the
inconclusiveness would appear to be due to the fact that the difference is mainly
a presentational one, and superiority/inferiority is probably due more to
rigor/lack of rigor during development (Landy and Farr 1983; Borman 1986).
Landy and Farr as well as Borman have therefore called for a moratorium on
format-comparison research and a concentration on deciding at what level to
anchor the anchorswhich through inadequate item analysis often systematize
the random error they are designed to exclude. The anchors should be anchored
through a method based in psychometric theory, and a lot of the problems
experienced with behaviorally based scales can be traced to the fact that they are
not (Landy and Farr 1983).

Where the approaches are felt to differ is with regard to giving feedback.
BSS scales, with the three or four subcategories, provide a metalanguage for
feedback and a justification for decisions in a way that the seeming arbitrariness
of the lists in BOS or the very specific selected anchors in BARS do not.

Historical Development of the ILRIACTFL Guidelines

The FSI/ILR/ACTFL system has developed over the same period of time as
behaviorally based scales for work performance, and it has probably influenced,
directly or indirectly, virtually all other systems except ELTDUwhich claimed
inspiration from the Council of Europe threshold-level approach (ELTDU 1975).
It is therefore interesting to see how the two approaches, FSI and behaviorally
based work evaluation, developed in parallel. What is fascinating is that the FSI
seems to have jumped straight from graphic rating scales to behavior summary
scales for its reporting instrument some twenty years before they came into use
in other disciplines, but for the rating itself the FSI seems to have stayed with
graphic or Likert scalescategories with little headings like those on all opinion
polls (Mvford 1991):

Very Modera tely Slightly Slightly Moderately Very
Well Well Well Poorly Poorly Poorly

Outside the FSI /ILR group, many U.S. studies in language testing (e.g., Yorozuva
and Oiler 1980; Davidson and Henning 1985) continued to use simple nondefined
scales, as many language examinations still do. In the United Kingdom, on the
other hand, the BSS approach has developed into a large number of systems, and
the BOS approach has informed the graded-objectives movement and compe-
tence-based approaches like that of the Scottish Vocational Educational Council.

Outside the language field, rating in work performance seems to have been
done on purely graphic or numerical scalessometimes with Likert labels for
the stepsuntil Smith and Kendall's breakthrough in 1963; and since then, while
work performance evaluation has tended to adopt behaviorally based scales, the
majority of rating scales d iscussed in the literature on "ra ting scale analysis" still
seem to use nondefined graphic, numerical, or Likert scales. The example of a
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Likert scale given above is from a very recent study using a Rasch analysis of
ratings that will be referred to later.

In the early 1950s the FSI team took as its starting point a graphic scale and
a definition of a "useful" level of competence arrived at in 1952, and then devised
short paragraph-length definitions for each level, which seem to have been used
right from the start for the reporting scale (Liskin-Gasparro 1984).

According to Lowe, the linguistic-theoretical base of the rating procedure
was Bloomfieldian structuralism, and the psychometric base was criterion-refer-
enced theory, which demanded zero and perfection as the two polar points in
order to utili-e Osgood's "semantic differential" to state the amount present of
one of a pair of polar termshence the notorious "educated native speaker" as
Level 5 (Lowe 1985). During the interview, the rater considered five factors
(accent, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension) and marked grades
on a continuum (see diagram on p. 18, above). Accent, for example, could be rated
as being relatively foreign-sounding or relatively native-sounding (Lowe 1985).
Apparently, brief verbal descriptions of the steps quickly led to a Likert scale that
could be made available as a grid defining the factors for each level (Lowe 1985;
Clark and Clifford 1988). The grades for the factors, however, did not automati-
cally add up to the global grade; the rater made a holistic judgment, informed by
the factors. Indeed, the factors have been shown to operate with different
weightings at different levels (Clifford 1980). Incidentally, these three character-
isticsworking with a nondefined checklist, having definitions available if nec-
essary and for training, and making a holistic judgment rather than doing
arithmeticare all paralleled in the Eurocentres approach to testing group
interaction, with the additional characteristic of distinguishing between an initial
holistic impression and a confirmed final judgment made by comparing the
analysis by factors with the original impression (North 1991, 1992a).

The original FSI reporting definitions were paragraph-length statements:

Lepel 7 Elenwntary Proficiency. Able to satisfy routine travel needs and min-
imum courtesy requirements

Can ask and answer questions on topics very familiar to him; within the
scope of his very limited language experience can understand simple ques-
tions and statements, allowing for slow speech, repetition or paraphrase;
speaking vocabulary inadequate to express anything but the most elementary
needs; errors in pronunciation and grammar are frequent, but can be under-
stood by a native speaker used to dealing with foreigners attempting to speak
his language; while topics which are "very familiar" and elementary needs
vary considerably from individual to individual, any person at Level 1 should
be able to order a simple meal, ask for shelter or lodging, ask and answer
simple directions, make purchases and tell time. (Wilds 1975; Clark and
Clifford 1988; 112 words, excluding title)

The definition for each succeeding level was shorter and a little more abstract
than the previous one; only Level 1 went in for specific behavioral expectations
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("any person at Level 1 should be able to . .") reminiscent of the BARS approach
discussed above; higher levels took a more qualitative BSS approach.

The major revision of the FSI descriptors to produce the ILR descriptors took
place at the same time that the first "provisional" ACTFL Guidelines were
developed, with a slightly revised version being published in 1991 (ILR 1983; DLI
1991). The ILR descriptors have definitions for all four skills, whereas the FSI
definitions had only speaking and reading, and the "plus levels" between the
original 0 to 5 are also fully defined. The speaking definitions are now split into
two: a general part, and then a longer "examples" part that describes what typical
Level ls can do. Assessor-oriented information about the quality of the perfor-
rnance the Level 1 might give in the interview is totally mixed in both parts of the
definition with information about the tasks a Level 1 could be expected to handle.
The descriptions still tend to get shorter for each succeeding level. The definition
for Level 1 has a distinctly more negative feel than the FSI descriptor, and in the
1983 version it is 291 words long (1991 is Yery similar).

The 1982 provisional ACTFL Guidelines have a layer of generic descriptors
applicable to all languages, and then language-specific descriptors. They split
Level 1 into intermediate low and intermediate mid (Level 1+ becomes interme-
diate high). The generic descriptors are more in the style of the FSI descriptors
than the ILR ones. Intermediate low is 126 words long, and mid is only 45 words
long, again excluding the title, which is actually now the first sentence. There is
very little about quality of performance. The language-specific descriptors repeat
the generic descriptor and exemplify it with the type of errors intermediate low
students make. Both intermediate low and mid are about 180 words long. In the
1986 revisions, the generic descriptors for different levels have a more standard-
ized length of about 80 words.

Compared with assessor-oriented scales developed in Britain by Carroll and
others (Carroll 1980; Carroll arid Hall 1985; Carroll and West 1989), by the IELTS
revision team (Westa way 1988; Westaway, Alderson, and Clapham 1990), and by
breakaways from it (Hamp-Lyons and Henning 1991), and compared with the
Royal Society of Arts examinations, Cambridge examinations, and Eurocentres
assessor-oriented scales, what is noticeable about the ACTFL system is the
poverty of the assessment criteriathe descriptions of the quality of the perfor-
mance. The ACTFL assessment grid (ACTFL 1989) has five very short keyword
or note entries for each level, but three of theseglobal tasks/function, context,
and contenthave to do with knowing what general level is being talked about
(user-oriented) and selecting which task to use (constructor-oriented) rather than
with analyzing the language actually elicited (assessor-oriented). For analyzing
the degree of skill in the language elicited, the factors are just "accuracy" and
"text type," which for intermediate (no subcategorization) are defined as follows:

Accuracy: Can be understood, with some repetition, hy speakers accustomed
to non-native speakers.

Text type: Discrete sentences and strings of sentences. (ACTH. 1989)
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This is not a very rich model; it seems to say, in effect, "If I can understand the
person even though he or she just strings sentences together, then he or she is
intermediate."

In an educational system that invests an average of approximately 260 hours
per student in foreign language study, including college (Lambert 1992), such a
description would presumably fit virtually everybody who is not a total beginner;
Barnwell has made a similar point (Barnwell 1991). That might not matter, since
there are subdivisions inside the level to show progressthough there is some
suggestion in recent validation studies that the Guidelines/Oral Proficiency
Interview operates as a threshold scale ("I can understand you; you are over the
intermediate threshold") rather than as a serial scale distinguishing among all
levels (Dandonoli and Henning 1990; Kenyon and Stansfield 1992).

Pollitt has criticized scales like the Australian Second Language Proficiency
Ratings, the ACTFL Guidelines, and the English National Curriculum attainment
targets for failing to give a definition of what constitutes an acceptable perfor-
mance beyond merely describing a set of hypothetical tasks:

If as in the ACTFL writing scale, we find descriptions of stimulus (task) when
we expect descriptions of response (performance), I at least feel a distinct lack
of definition: where are the criteria for acceptability, and why are they being
kept secret? (Pollitt 1991)

In reply it could perhaps be argued that there are indications that teachers/raters
do not use detailed assessment criteria consistentlytransferring judgment be-
tween categories in a halo effect (Hamp-Lyons and Hen-ing 1991; Yorozuya and
011er 1980); and in any case experience shows that if raters are not required to
report final grades in terms of the categories but only to give a final holistic
judgment, and if they use the system regularly, they "internalize" the criteria
tha t is, they stop looking at them (Jones 1985)and therefore detailed criteria are
a waste of time.

Certainly studies from the field of work performance evaluation give only
very limited support to the idea that defined criteria increase the reliability of
ratings. A number of studies show the presence or absence of defined labels
making no significant difference to means or reliabilities (e.g., Finn 1972;
McKelvie 1978), especially when the content of the rating tasks is familiar and
individuals have developed a common perspective and a set of similar "precon-
ceived and rather uniform judgment standards" (Finn 1972, p. 264).

On the other hand, a number of studies do show an improvement with
definitions. Keaveny and McGann found that adding behavioral descriptors
reduced halo effect and improved discriminant validity in a multitrait-multi-
method analysis; raters found it easier to keep separate the dimensions being
rated if they were given definitions (Keaveny and McGann 1975). Borman and
Dunnette conclude that scales with defined behavioral descriptors clearly in-
crease interrater reliability while reducing classic rater errors like halo effect and
leniency. However, they calcula te that the addition of defined descriptors in-
creases reliability by only 5 percent of the variance at most, and they suggest that
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the true argument in favor of defined descriptors is rather the wealth of informa-
tkm they furnish about overall requirements and about individual performance
in relation to those requirements (Borman and ')unnette 1975).

A comprehensive review of these comparative studies came to the conclu-
sion that the addition of behavioral descriptors "can no longer be considered the
means by which rating errors are minimized." From a quantitative, psychometric
point of view, scales with descriptors are no better or worse than other methods,
but the real potential is in the qualitative improvements that come from defining
and giving feedback in relation to common goals (Jacobs, Kafry, and Zedeck 1980,
p. 630). In a clarification of the original purpose of BARS, Bernadin and Smith
declared that the aim had been to encourage accurate observation and recording
of behavior in continuous assessment in order "to enhance future observation
and to foster a common frame of reference in observers' ratings" (Bernadin and
Smith 1981, p. 458).

With regard to language learning, even if halo effects with defined criteria
can be high (Po llitt and Hutchinson 1987; Hamp-Lyons and Henning 1991), and
even if the contribution of defined criteria to the reliability of the ratings is very
modest, there are other argumentsfrom a validity standpointfor including
detailed criteria:

Feedback. Detailed assessment categories supply a metalanguage for giving
feedback on performance and suggesting areas to concentrate on. They can
also be used in sensitization activities about the nature of language, and
hence the nature of the activity of language learning. They can reveal that
performance changes qualitatively with increasing proficiency, that assess-
ment categories operate differently at different levels (Clifford 1980; Pollitt
and Hutchinson 1987). They promote transparency.

Washback. Unfortunately, virtually all support for washback effects seems to
be anecdotal (Alderson 1991b). Nevertheless, the principle of what is de-
fined as washback validity (Morrow 1986) or systemic validity (Fred-
ericksen and Collins 1989) is very attractive.

At the very least, detailed assessment criteria sensitize teachers to the components
of communicative competence and to the necessity for learners to acquire skills
of language use by using the language in structured group interaction and pair
work. Since teachers are good critics, such a training process also tends to lead to
criticism of activitiesmaterials evaluation in relation to the features of the
language the material is supposed to elicit. Since the language generated by
material depends on how it is used, how the activity is set up, the atmosphere
test method effect factors (Bachman 1990b, ch. 5)this develops into discussion
about the management of a communicative classroom and the teacher's role as
observer. This, in turn, invites discussion of the phenomenon of teacher talk, or
TTT (teacher talking time): Do the students ever get to acquire discourse skills
through regular group interaction? Or is the classroom, like the interview,
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exclusively a place where questions are asked, answers displayed as knowledge,
and responses patronizingly rewarded (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975, 1982)?

Assessment criteria detailing degrees of skill for different levels in different
components of competence promote coherence among a view of teaching lan-
guage as action, classroom organization and management, materials evaluation,
and teacher training. Including criteria on linguistic factors (e.g., range, accuracy)
as well as pragmatic or communication factors (e.g., delivery, interaction) encour-
ages teachersand therefore maybe learnersto see the necessity for structured
practice of language as communication (actual use) as well as language for
communication (study of usage).

The ACTFL Guidelines/Oral Proficiency Interview are said to have already
had a substantial washback effect. Presumably this is because of the task infor-
mation in the descriptors, translated into "situation cards" and descriptions of
potential role-plav scenarios at each levelwhat sort of things learners should
be able to do, what sort of things they should be given a chance to do in the
classroom.

But since the origin of this activity is a one-to-one interaction, the effectas
with very many examinationscan be to focus attention on sentence-level func-
tion responses (phrase-book language) and on situational dialogues rather than
interaction, on communicative drills rather than communication. Both are useful
methods that have been employed successfully for centuries, but in a supposedly
communicative era there is something else as well, something that conws only
from extended structured group interaction and has a focus on what has been
called collaborative moves (Barnes and Todd 1977), discourse functions
(Widdowson 1978; Van Ek and Trim 1990), and "ways in which turns are taken
and given, addressees selected, floor held and interruptions accomplished"
(Sinclair 1979). These features have been called "interactional competence"
(Kramsch 1986), or communicative use, as opposed to usage (Widdowson 1978,
1979), of the language. The fact that the learner needs this kind of procedural
experience as well as linguistic and sociolinguistic knowledge and experience,
and the fact that assessment activitiesand, by implication, scales of language
proficiencyshould take account of this in their design, is perhaps what is
intended by the suggestion that the term communicative language proficiency
should subsume the two terms proficiency and communicative competence (Bach-
man and Savignon 1986) in an assessment context.

Recently, certain of the U.S. government agencies that are members of the
Interagency Language Roundtable have started to question whether the Oral
Proficiency Interview system"proficiency"is delivering what they want.
(Child, Clifford, and Lowe 1991; Walton 1992). The discussion thus far appears
to concern defining the ends of the continua involved, with general proficiency
at one end and job-specific performance testing at the other. In the paper by Child,
Clifford, and Lowe, the relationship between proficiency and (work) perfor-
mance is represented by circles, sometimes one inside the other, sometimes
overlapping. Figure 3 is a development from the overlapping-circles diagram. It
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Figure .3
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uses the interaction in recent years between the examinations of the University
of Cambridge and the Royal Society of Arts to illustrate that it may be more
helpful to think of three rather than two overlapping circles, and that "commu-
nicative language proficiency /ability" is this crucial middle circle. Some of the
dates given are approximate.

Starting from the right-hand side of the diagram, the first EFL examination
from Cambridge was the Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE), which was
apparently originally used as a barrier test for students who wished to follow a
humanities course at the university. It seems to be a pattern in Europe that the
first "serious" examination in a language should be developed with this goal. The
Goethe Institute has one, the Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (and as the name
suggests, like Cambridge the institute has a higher one too); the Spanish have
long had an exam at the same level as the Cambridge CPE and have recently
developed initial and "basic" diplomas too; the French have developed the
DiplOme Approfondi de Langue Francaise (DALF) as a university barrier test,
with the DiplOme Elémentaire de Langue Francaise (DELF) as a series of staging
posts at a lower level; and the Italians have just developed a CPE-level exam too.
With the exception of DELF/ DALF, all of these examinations take a traditional
academic view of proficiency as manipulation of language usage, essay writing,
plus culture. The exact mix differs from country to country.

The First Certificate in English (FCE), being developed later than the CPE
and intended for a general public, is less academic. It was originally called the
Lower Certificate but was conceived as a certificate at the first level of competence
of public interestthe first level that might interest an employer. It was reformed
in 1984 and moved slightly toward the center of the diagramthat is, it became
slightly more communicative.
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On the extreme left of the diagram are the Royal Society of Arts professional
and vocational examinations, which have pioneered a competence-based ap-
proach, listing tasks the student can perform and word-processing this into a
profile statement. The Scottish Vocational Educational Council system
(SCOTVEC) applies exactly this BOS graded-objectives approach to its language
certificates. At one point it used to be considered that LSP (language for specific
purposes) developed once a learner had a general language proficiency, perhaps
up to threshold level. Recently, however, it has been increasingly recognized that
occupational users of a language may function with a very low level of achieve-
ment in discrete, specific contexts using a set of prefabricated chunksislands of
certainty around which they can improvise slightly. Organizing low-level voca-
tional language objectives as a list of discrete behavioral objectives, as in
SCOTVEC, is a way of recognizing the possibly discrete nature of low-level
vocational language skills.

The Royal Society of Arts, however, did not assume that the behavioral-ob-
jectives approach it adopted in vocational studies would necessarily be appro-
priate to assess the whole continuum represented by language performance in
EFL. The RSA therefore commissioned Keith Morrow of Reading University, the
British cradle of the communicative approach, to write a specification for tech-
niques for evaluating a notional syllabus (Morrow 1977). The Morrow report led
to the development of the RSA communicative examinations for EFL. These have
had several names but for most of the 1980s were known as CUEFL, examinations
in the Communicative Use of English as a Foreign Language. Since 1988 they
have been administered by the Cambridge Syndicate and are now called CCSE,
Certificates in Communicative Skills in English.

The Morrow approach specified authentic tasks and gave detailed defini-
tions of quality, the degree of skill expected at each level for a range of perfor-
mance factors (BSS scales). These RSA examinationsthough not taken by that
many students, since Cambridge examinations were felt to have more currency
had a truly revolutionary effect on both communicative teaching and testing.
They provided a wealth of task-based authentic material, with test exercises that
looked like ideal teaching material, and they broke with the interview format by
introducing two examiners, one of whom (echoing the original FS1 format)
operated as interlocutor and was usually known to the student, and the other of
whom operated as the rater. Since the oral exam involved student-student
interaction as well as conversation with the interlocutor, it was also task-based.

This formatcommunicative testing, general language performance test-
ingtests skills in using the language communicatively, skills that are general-
izable to other, more specific contexts, rather than testing knowledge of the usage
of the language (which, though of course in theory generalizable, may not
actually be operationalizable). The RSA exams were developed as a reaction
against the traditional proficiency approach adopted by Cambridge. The RSA
diplomas are in fact preferred by all the large Swiss banks, because they certify
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skills that are applicable in different work contextsbut even the students from
Swiss banks do not realize that and continue to prefer to take the First Certificate!

The Royal Society of Arts EFL exams, which have changed their name
several times and are now in fact run by Cambridge, impacted right (into
proficiency assessment) and left (into work assessment) on the diagram shown
in Figure 3. The newer Cambridge exams in the traditional suitethe Preliminary
English Test (PET) and the new Certificate in Advanced English (CAE)have
kept to the Cambridge house style and its belief that usage should also be tested
directly because of its generalizability; but in the process they have adopted
"communicative" tasks and "authentic" rather than literary texts, and more
innovative interview formats. The new Cambridge exams aimed at people in the
world of workthe Certificate in English for International Business and Trade
(CEIBT) and the Cambridge Assessment of Spoken English (CASE)both show
the RSA influence. CASE, a diagnostic-profiling one-to-one oral examination that
involves a variety of groupings of non-native and native speakers (Milanovic et
al. 1992), is a particularly good example of how discourse concerns, procedural
competence, and potential for washback and feedback are being taken increas-
ingly seriously in assessment.

A criticism of the Royal Society of Arts EFL exams from language testers
during the 1980s was that their claims to validitycertainly before they came
into the Cambridge grouphad an educational rather than a psychometric base.
Construct validity was interpreted from theory, rather than demonstrated statis-
tically, and reliability was not the top priority. This has also been the approach
of the Council of Europe and Carroll's original ELTS specifications and test
(Carroll 1978), basically saying, "Let's keep the cart before the horse"; support
for this position is offered by the equivocal success of attempts to establish
quantitatively the construct validity of models of competence outlined in this
section, as well as by evidence of the absurdities that ignoring washback validity
has led to in language testing (Savignon 1992).

However, in connection with the development of a system of descriptors for
a common framework, if one wishes to develop a descriptive framework capable
of expressing the outcomes from "hard data" collection in official examinations
(i.e., if there is to be credibility to the "passport" in a possible European Language
Portfolio related to the frameworkScharer 1992; Council of Europe 1992), it
would be an advantage if the descriptive framework itself had an empirical
psychometric base to support it (i.e., if it was rooted in a measurement theory).
Otherwise, one will just have the "soft data," the "map" (Scharer 1992), to find
one's way aro nd .

The original ELTS was nuch criticized for the way in which the descriptors
were an/ wed at, for failing to demonstra psychometric properties (e.g., Skehan
198:), and for sometimes producing strange results. These criticisms led to an
evaluation project (Criper and Davies 19S,), a revision project (Alderson 1991a;
Westa way, Aldersonlnd Clapham 1090), and a rebirth as 1ELTS (Ingram and
Clapham 1988).
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The difficulty of undertaking any empirical validation of the model of
competence adoptedthe description issuehas been discussed at some length
above. It seems unlikely that anyone will statistically substantiate a model of
competence in our lifetimes, even if workers in the field answer Bachman's call
for a coordinated research program in the terms of his model. This is not
necessarily such a problem in the context of the development of a common
framework, since the consensus on components of competence is considerable
and the strength of the Council of Europe project team is on the descriptive side.
However, recent developments in measurement theory suggest that it is no
longer necessarily true that you have to choose between reliability on the one
hand and validity in its wider educational sense (Morrow 1986; Messick 1989)
derived from theory and experience on the other, as Morrow, Carroll, and the
Council of Europe had to do in the late 1970s.

The development of a theory of measurement that can embrace subjectivity
rather than trying to minimize its effects means that complex constructs and
processes that we do not fully understand do not have to be reduced to numbers
in order to be put on a psychometric basis. Objective measurement of subjective
judgments has been discovered (Linacre 1989) and appears to work. As men-
tioned above in the discussion of Pollitt and Hutchinson's study (Pollitt and
Hutchinson 1987), the application of a Rasch model cannot validate the posited
competence qualities, but it can show how they interrelate with tasks and
performances at various levels, and it can draw attention to differences in their
interpretation by different types of judges.

3. THE MEASUREMENT ISSUE

A problem with proficiency scales, as with any other test-reporting scales, is that
the data tends to be treatedboth in statistical analysis and in decision making
as if it were linear, when in fact it is not. Scales of proficiency are certainly not
ratio scales (like a thermometer) or interval scales (with equal units of linear
measurement); they can at best be regarded as ordinal scalesdescriptions
ranked in order of difficulty. This is not an argument against scales of proficiency
at all; the same thing applies to all test scores. The result of the fact that measure-
ment is not linear is error. When this is associated with a particular test, the error
tends not to be noticed until tests or examinations are paired or equated.

A particular problem with scales that have descriptors is the question of
deciding the hierarchy between the elements used in the descriptors. If this
problem is not solved, the descriptors will systematize error in the subscale
concernedas has been seen to happen with some behaviorally anchored rating
scales (Murphy and Constans 1987; Murphy and Pardaffy 1989).

Wilson lists the ways in which learning hierarchies are established: ( )

according to supposed psychological characteristics; (2) in logical sequence (but,
as Piaget has pointed out, a sequence considered by subject experts to be logical
is not necessarily a learning sequence, a point amply demonstrated by SI.A
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research); (3) hy order of instruction, which may he arbitrary; and (4) on the basis
of a claim to empirical data (Wilson 1989). To these one could add (5) by
convention.

In early literature on the ACTFL Guidelines, the claim was made that the
guidelines were empirically based, whereas according to critics the base was
actually experiential; an order decided by one of the other methods mentioned
above was field-tested and "worked." The same can be said of most if not all
language proficiency scales (including Eurocentres) and many behavioral scales
in work evaluation. In fact, as was mentioned above, recent research using both
expert opinion and analysis of scores on tests designed following the guidelines
has demonstrated that, at least at the level of detail of noviceintermediatead-
vanced (i.e., as a threshold scale), the ACTFL descriptors do empirically
demonstrate a hierarchy on a linear scale (Dandonoli and Henning 1990; Kenyon
and Stansfield 1992). The research used a measurement model called the Rasch
model.

The Rasch Model

The Rasch modela simple, one-parameter model of "item-response theory"
(IRT), a branch of "latent-trait theory"offers a way to calibrate items and
persons independently on a truly linear scale in order to establish a hierarchy, or
to relate an existing hierarchy to a linear scale. It is called a one-parameter model
because it deals only with one parameterdifficulty. There are also two-param-
eter models taking account of the discrimination of items in addition to difficulty,
and three-parameter models taking account of guessing (e.g., in multiple-choice
tests). Because the two- and three-parameter models are extremely complex, not
very robust, and difficult to work with, the vast majority of IRT applications use
the Rasch model. (Good, short overviews of how Rasch can be applied to
language teaching are available from Henning 1984; Woods and Baker 1985; and
Po llitt and Hutchinson 1987.)

The Rasch model uses a true interval scale of the logarithm of the probability
that a person or item will be placed at a certain level. This value is computed on
the basis of all the decisions made in the rating or testing. The unit on the scale is
called a logit, and because it is a logarithm, zero falls in the middle of the scale,
which progresses to infinity on either side. That solves the problem of the "point
of origin"where to start countingand gives a mathematically true interval
scale going from zero to infinity.

Certain reservations were expressed about the educational implications of
the Rasch model when personal computers first made it available. These reser-
vations relate to two main points:

The assumption that the calibrations of an item bank, once established, are
true for all time, when in fact curriculum developments over a period of
years may mean that some items get "easier" and others "harder" (Goldstein
1981; Tall 1981). This is in fact not a problem confined to the Rasch model,
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but one pertaining to any standardized scoring system. The Rasch model
actually facilitates recalibration or calibration checks to detect value shifts
over time.

The assumption that the calibrations of an item bank developed with one
population (e.g., Chinese schoolchildren) can be applied to another (e.g.,
Scandinavian adults) (Goldstein 1981; Tall 1981). This is a delicate problem,
since it requires a value judgment about the point at which a group ceases
to be a variant of the same population and becomes a new population.
However, the answer can be established by doing an independent analysis
of the group in question, then adding the new group to the main data set
and comparing results to see if there is a significant problem (Linacre 1992).

Problems have also been known to occur in the calculations of complex algo-
rithms (t!le operationalization of the model), especially in new programs, but
these can easily be dealt with by using two different programs, even two different
algorithms, and comparing results (Po llitt 1992).

The Rasch model fits items and persons onto a linear scale by making three
assumptions: (1) unidimensionality, (2) local independence, and (3) no guessing.
In fact, the model is relatively robust in that it can cope with a certain degree of
violation of all three assumptions.

The Rasch requirement for unidimensionality is not to be confused with
global proficiency. The claims by 01 1er were that a "g" factor representing the
opera tionalization of an expectancy grammar was unitary in the same way that
IQ represented an unitary concept of intelligence (01 ler 1976, 1983). Psychologists
no longer hold to the view that intelligence is unitary, any more than most applied
linguists would consider language proficiency to be unitary; both claims were
partly based in theory and partly an interpretation of the large general factors
that tend to be produced by exploratory factor analysis. At the end of a decade
of controversy, Skehan and Weir concluded as follows:

The empirical evidence that has been marshalled in favour of the "unitary
competence hypothesis" is open to some doubt and there is a grmying body
of evidence favouring a divisibility hypothesis. (Weir 1989, p. 5)

The extreme form of the UCH lunitarv competence hypothesis] is now unten-
able. The Carroll data re-analysis suggests that language proficiency consists
of a general factor plus specific factors concerned with aural/oral skills,
literacy skills, and then more specific aspects Bachman and Palmer pro-
pose that proficiency is better conceived of as two correlated but separate traits
of speaking and reading. (Skehan 1988, p. 213)

However, the issue can be seen in a different way, from the point of view of
whether admittedly real distinctions between different skills or aspects of com-
petence are relevant in terms of the information being reported about the abilities
of an individual for a particular purpose. Thinking back to the discussion of the
nature of proficiency at the beginning of the 1980s, Davies puts it like this:
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The ... problem is ... a ... philosophical one of whether a distinction between
a unitary and a non-unitary competence has any meaning. It appears that it is
possible to demonstrate from the data we have that either conclusion is correct
depending on the type of analysis of the data we use. In other words both the
UCH and the non-UCH are "correct" since they reflect different ways of
approaching the same issue. They are both right as we can see on the grounds
of common sense in that, at some level, there is a unitary language skill, the
level at which the distinctions among the performance skills of speaking,
writing etc. are unimportant. But at some other level, these very distinctions
become very important when we consider issues such as illiteracy and being
better at say speaking than at reading. The issue therefore of whether one or
the other is correct becomes a non-theoretical issue, while of course remaining
very much a practical one. (Davies 1991, pp. 139-40)

Or in Baker's view,

There are times when we may be interested in assessing language proficiency
in a general way and not worrying too much about its structure or the content
of the test. The placement of learners in a general language instruction
programme is such an application. (Baker 1989)

To paraphrase Davies and Baker: The fact that people's individual abilities vary
substantially across skills, across qualities or aspects of competence, does not alter
the fact that it sometimes makes sense just to consider a global summary outcome.
This is done, for example, when deciding which class to put a student into in an
intensive language program. The classes are organized along one dimension,
ability; the ordering is thus unidimensional. One could add that even here, the
quality of the information would be improved if one could give feedback as a
profile, to assist matching current position to target profile; but the point being
made is that in most placement contexts, the prime decision (which class) is based
on one dimension (ability).

There are some doubts as to whether it is a "good thing" to report achieve-
ment on a global scale in a common framework, rather than as a profile across
skills and qualities of performance (aspects of competence) (North et al. 1992).
However, that is a separate issue from unidimensionality. The fact that you can
have a profile across components assumes that those components point in the
same direction, that they operate on the same dimension and preferably share
the same unit of measurement or units that can be related to one another. In other
words, strictly speaking one could report a profile in scalar form only if the
components shared unidimensionality, however integrated or separately they
may come in individual cases.

Fortunately, perhaps, even though we generally accept that language pro-
ficiency is nonunitary, many other subjects are even less so. Mathematics, for
example, chomges nature far more radically with the increase in proficiency, and
it also has more clearly separate subcategories, which are almost subdisciplines;
vet math can be considered unidimensional in the sense that it sometimes makes
senst: to report one grade (Linacre 1992). Henning, Hudson, and Turner have
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demonstrated that the common division of language skillslistening, reading,
writing (error recognition), grammar, and vocabularycan be accommodated
within the Rasch model (Henning, Hudson, and Turner 1985); Pollitt and
Hutchinson's study shows that tasks that are sufficiently distinct sociolinguistic-
ally to produce radically different results can also be accommodated by Rasch;
and the studies by Hamp-Lyons and Henning and by Pollitt and Hutchinson
suggest that qualities of performance reflecting components of competence ap-
pearto raters, at any rateto be closer to one another than one might suppose,
and certainly to pose no problem in terms of unidimensionality. In other words,
skills, tasks, and qualities do not appear to be on different dimensions; the
elements are different, and people have different shares of competence on each,
so that profile reporting makes sense, but the elements appear to share uni-
dimensionality as the term is being used in relation to the Rasch model.

In any case, Rasch analyses produce their own quality control of whether
the data is unidimensionalso-called fit statisticsand there are supplementary
methods that can be applied in case of doubt. The method Henning, Hudson, and
Turner used is called the Bejar method (Bejar 1980). In this method one calibrates
all the subtests separately, drawing scatterplots and regression lines and com-
paring them. In the study by Henning, Hudson, and Turner, all subtests were
found to be within 95 percent t values (i.e., unidimensional).

Another method, proposed by Hozayin (1987), is to supplement a Rasch
analysis with multidimensional scaling (Kruskal and Wish 1978). Like the Rasch
method itself, multidimensional scaling works at the item level (rather than
correlation and factor analyses, which work at the test/questionnaire level), and
as in the Rasch model, the output comes in the form of a "map":

Rasch enables one to see where items cluster on the vertical dimension
where they group into a "level."

Multidimensional scaling maps a graphic-representation distribution of the
items in physical space: items that are different appear away from each
other, while items that cluster on different parts of the piece of paper belong
to similar "categories."

A combination of the two techniques could not only double-check the uni-
dimensionality of the data for the Rasch analysis; it could also give rich descrip-
tive informationarguably more relevant and informative than quantitative
methods. The map distribution of the data on a horizontal dimension given by
multidimensional scaling (category clusters), coupled with the information about
profiles across tasks and across qualities on the vertical dimension from Rasch
(levels clusters), could give valuable empirical information to aid decisions about
which subscales to use (for tasks or contexts of use, for qualities or degrees of
skill), and about whether to use the same categories for all levels or to alter them
at a couple of broad thresholds.
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The other two Rasch assumptions are not very relevant to the current
discussion.

The Rasch requirement for local independence means that items should not
be dependent on one another; it is not necessary to get question 3 correct in order
to get question 4 correct. People sometimes think it means that one cannot have
an "item cluster" or "item bundle," like a series of questions linked to the same
passage, or a doze test. This point is not very relevant to developing scale
descriptors, but Theunissen (1987) discusses how the former can actually be
coped with, and Hill (1991) has successfully developed a doze item bank.

Finally, the guessing problem is mostly associated with multiple-choice and
true/ false items, and is not relevant to descriptor development.

Rekvance of Rasch to Framework Development

Wilson lists three ways in which the use of the Rasch model can assist in
establishing a learning hierarchy (Wilson 1989):

The search for item sets (in our case, descriptors) of homogeneous difficulty
can inform the reshaping of the definitions of tasks and, in a test-based
model, draw attention to weak operationalization of the tasks in the test
items.

Insights can be gained into problems with our theories of learning and
instruction (to do with sequencing, obviously, but also in terms of the size
of the step up from one objective, task, or level to the nextthe existence of
thresholds where the rules of the game change).

It can give a frame of reference for discussing the behavioral meaning of
different levels of attainment in a learning sequence (i.e., you can develop
descriptors).

To these one could also add that plotting the (ordinal) scale of descriptors onto a
(linear, interval) scale removes the imperative people sometimes feel to try to get
all the steps on the scale the same size. The difference is that with the "rating scale
model" version of the Rasch model (Wright and Masters 1982), available on
several Rasch computer programs, it is possible to see how big the steps actually
are. This may inform decisions about adding or dropping levels; some scale
points may turn out to be small ones, but they may be significant ones that should
therefore be kept as they are. It will also aid final graphic presentation to users in
the case of a scale having steps of increasing size.

More fundamentally, Rasch can address two essential points made by
Thurstone in connection with scalesactually opinion-poll scales, but the point
is still valid in discussing a common descriptive framework:

IThe values attached to the scale] must he as free as possible, and preferably
entirely free from the actual opinions of individuals or group,,

If the scale is to be regarded as valid, the scale values of the statements
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should not be affected by the opinions of the people who helped to construct
it. This may turn out to be a severe test in practice, but the scaling :.-ethod
must stand such a test before it can be accepted .as being more than a
description of the people who construct the scale. At any rate, to the extent
that the present method of scale construction is affected by the opinions of the
readers who help sort out the original statements into a scale, to that extent
the validity of the scale may be challenged. (Thurstone 1928b, 1928a, cited in
Wright and Masters 1982, pp. 5, 15)

Failure to meet this requirement has often caused the anchors in behaviorally
anchored rating scales to import and systematize the random error they seek to
reduce. An uneasiness about this factor makes people wary about applying to a
wider context a scale that has worked perfectly well in a narrower one. This is an
argument given by Spolsky against the adaptation of the FSI/ILR scale and Oral
Proficiency Interviewused regularly for a specific purpose by a relatively small
group of relatively homogeneous raters to rate a relatively predictable type of
candidateinto the ACTFL Guidelines and OPI now used to rate teenagers.
Problems were even noticed when the Educational Testing Service (ETS) took
over the assessment of young Peace Corps candidates from the FSI in the late
1960s (Spolsky 1992).

As was discussed above in connection with rating categories, scale descrip-
tors tend to be developed by specific institutions for a specific purpose, and there
seem to be almost as many ways of dividing up categories as there are institutions.
As a result, caution is often advised about transferring to one context a scale
developed in another. However, it is also fair to say that this caution can be
overdone.

A recent study (Hamp-Lyons and Henning 1991), with a very small rating
team of three raters, examined a scale of five (increased to seven) separately
defined subscales for different categories, originally developed in the ELTS
revision project. Though successfully transferred to one new context (a test in
Michigan for high-level students), the scale failed to transfer well to another (the
ETS Test of Written English, or TWE, for relatively low-level students). It was
reported, first, that the subscales were applied differently to the two samples,
with d ifferent categories of qualities being "salient" in the two groups of students,
and, second, that there was a strong halo effectperformance on the different
categories was not clearly distinguished. The study also found that the two TWE
raters intercorrelated on linguistic accuracy better on the level with which they
were familiar, which is hardly surprising. The finding that different categories
are salient at different levels, but that overall there is a high intercorrelation
between grades for different aspects of competence (halo effect), recalls the
findings of Pollitt and Hutchinson (1987). Apart from that, what is being dis-
cussed here is kv ha t happens when raters are subjected to cognitive overload
(here, sc ven categories by nine levels equals sixty-three boxes on a grid, far too
many), given no training, and asked to rate performances at a level with which
they are not familiar.
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Nevertheless, concern is often expressed about the authorship and
generalizability of scales of proficiency. Pienemann and Johnson, for example,
consider that "proponents of measures of communicative competence have not,
in general, recognised the indirect, relational character of their instruments":

While proficiency continues to be defined in such terms (vague, intuitive, and,
most importantly, relationale.g. effect on listener) assessment of communica-
tive competence can only be properly interpreted as a mapping of
behavioursthat of testers on the one hand and testees on the other. This kind
of mapping is complex and multi-factorial, and the constituent behaviours
that go to make it up are not amenable to being "untwined" to allow for one
to one correlations to be made between parts and the whole, or for individual
factors to be weighted consistently in relation to each other. (Pienemann and
Johnson 1987, p. 67)

The "untwining" remains a theoretical problem, despite the degree of consensus
between the leading models of communicative competence; it has also been
suggested that people in practice "untwine" in different ways, and that perfor-
mance on tasks or language activities may in any case be more appropriate than
subcomponents of competence as the organizing principle of a common frame-
work.

A mapping of behaviors, howeverof testers on the one hand and testees
on the otheris precisely what the Rasch model offers and is precisely what a
common framework of levels attempts to do. Indeed, the metaphor of a map is
frequently used in discussing the idea of a common framework (Schärer 1992).
Different "partners" in evaluation (e.g., learners, teachers, course writers, poten-
tial employers) may have valid but different perspectives (Borman 1974; Lance,
Tea chou t, and Donnelly 1992; Schneider and Richterich 1992), and a fundamental
aim of a common framework is to provide these perspectives with a common
mapor a common calibration of their individual maps.

Such a pragmatic, "relational" mapping process to "enable learners to find
their place and assess their progress with reference to a set of defined reference
points" (Council of Europe 1992, p. 39) should not be confused with the provision
of a theoretical explanatory model of language and of language learning.

Two examples, both from Australia, of relatively simple applications of a
Rasch model to the development of scales of language proficiency are as follows:

Aspects of competence relevant to writing tasks were placed in a hierarchy.
Defined assessment scales were developed from them, and then wri ting
samples were calibrated to the scales. The scale and samples worked as a
"ladder of developing competence," a framework to guide scoring (Harris,
Laan, and Mossenson 1988, cited in Masters 1988, p. 296).

The results from test tasks written in order to test specific subskills were
analyzed and placed on a linear scale. Once on the scale, the tasks were
divided into three groups for Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 on a certificate
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reporting results on the tests, and then the discrete tasks were edited into
short paragraph-length certificate descriptors (Brown et al. 1992).

The Rasch model can also be used in equating the levels of examinations, though
there is a certain controversy over using it for "vertical equating"equating tests
at succeeding levelsunless the items are of a similar type. The position is rather
confused by the fact that most studies have involved multiple choice, for which
the Rasch model is less suited because of guessing (Skaggs and Lissitz 1986, 1988;
De Jong 1986). A framework could presumably be developed directly from
existing examinations, but the descriptors for the levels and categories would
themselves still need to be developed, and that is what is being discussed in this
paper.

Subjectivity of Judpnents

There are three possible sources of data for establishing a hierarchy among
descriptor elements, and all three involve subjectivity in judgment:

designing/identifying tests targeted at the specific skills and subskills in-
volved, and allocating descriptors to levels on the basis of the place in the
Rasch hierarchy of the test results;

appealing to teacher or user judgments, "expert opinion": asking people
how far they get their students, or how likely their students are to be able to
perform a certain task; and

rating observed behavior of students.

Using test items targeted at specific skills. In a Swiss context, where evaluation
is based almost entirely on teacher assessment rather than on examinations,
suitable tests exist only at the point of leaving compulsory education at age
sixteen, the so-called Treffpunkte, points of encounter (Vonarburg 1992; Walther
1991), and at the standard achieved at age eighteen by the majority of apprentices
through weekly vocational education classes at commercial schools (Dubacher
1989). The Matura examination, taken at age eighteen or nineteen at the end of
gymnasium, is a traditional exam organized at a local rather than national level,
which would not yieid much task-related information.

In any case, there are severe problems in taking test items as oper-
a tionalizations of particular skills, as Brown and others have done in Australia
(Brown et al. 1992; Alderson and Lukmani 1989; Alderson 1988, 1990). Summa-
rizing studies on native-speaker-teacher judgment of items testing reading sub-
skills, Alderson concludes:

i) Judges are unable to agree as to what an item is testing; ii) Judges are unable
to agree upon the assigning of a particular skill to a particular test item; iii)
Judges are unable to agree about the level of a particular skill or a particular
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item; iv) There appears to be a lack of relationship between item statistics and
what an item is claimed to be testing. (Alderson 1988)

In view of the difficulty of writing test items to assess a given aspect of compe-
tence (a difficulty encountered by the Canadian Development of Bilingual Profi-
ciency ProjectHarley et al. 1990), and in view of the inconsistency of
teachers1 testers' judgments on what items are actually testing (Alderson 1988),
there appear to be severe difficulties in using test items targeted at specific skills
to collect the data. Brown and others used this approach but validated the test
items they used through an independent analysisbut such an approach implies
a doctoral dissertation per test.

Appealing to "expert opinion." The second approach also seems highly ques-
tionable, because "expert opinion" of hypothetical difficulty has also been shown
to be very erratic. Alderson found that experienced and inexperienced non-na-
tive-speaker testers in Sri Lanka were unable to predict the difficulty of test items
in any clearly discernible pattern (Alderson 1990). In a separate study by the
National Foreign Language Center, a hierarchy of difficulty for an Arabic test
derived through a Rasch model analysis of Egyptian native-speaker teachers'
estimation of difficulty proved to show little discernible relationship to the
performance of American students on the test (Lambert 1992).

In another project, Alderson asked non-native teachers to judge cutoff scores
for grades on an examination:

Think of pupils you have taught. Think of people who you consider to be just
barely a pass at 0-Level English Language. Call them "Bare Pass." Think of
other pupils you would consider to be only just barely a credit at 0-Level
English Language. Call them "Bare Credit." Think of a third group of pupils
who you consider to be just barely a distinction in 0-Level English Language.
Call them "Bare Distinction." (Alderson 1990)

Teachers were asked to judge the cutoff scores for the three groups in three ways:
(1) paper level (what mark would be achieved on each of the two papersi.e.,
the grade cutoff point); (2) item level (what percentage would get each question
correct, or what score they would get on a writing question); and (3) overall (what
overall score out of 100 would be the cutoff point for the examination as a whole).
The paper-level and item-level estimates were unsatisfactorythe one substan-
tially overestimating the traditional proportion passing, the other substantially
underestimating it. The overall judgment was close to the traditional cutoffs but.
underestimated the mark necessary to get a distinction. Alderson's conclusion is
that when we think of problems with judgments in language assessment, we
should not just focus on raters. All judgments in the testing process need to be
corroborated before they can be accepted as valid (Alderson 1990).

Rating observed beluwior. Since the first two methods are problematic, and
since it proves to be easier to deal with subjectivity when it is a rating of something
observed rather than an abstract impression, this suggests following an observa-
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tion-and-rating strategy. In the following discussion the terms rater and judge are
used synonymously; some writers prefer the one, some the other.

Subjectivity in Rating Observed Behavior

This third method, rating behavior, can be used in two ways, as was discussed
under behaviorally based rating scales:

Observing and rating the behavior of a number of students in a class over a
period of time, using a checklist of tasks, quality statements, and summary
statements. As with behavioral observation scales (BOS) in work evaluation,
this would be a mixture of direct observation, retrospective observation, and
expected behavior.

Rating samples of behavior representative of the range of levels in the
system, including oral samples of the two examinations mentioned earlier
(Treffpunkte, commercial schools), on an assessment scale of defined bands
related to the quality statements in the BOS checklists (behavior summary
scale, BSS).

The problems of interrater reliability (consistency between ra ters) associated with
the above are well known, and they are the reason some people have pursued
supposedly "objective" strategies like error counts (for which there is even a
version of the Rasch model, called the Poisson count).

The problem was recognized at the end of the nineteenth century. Edge-
worth estimated the degree of chance in public examinations to be between
one-third and two-thirds, and Ruggles noted that the amount of variance be-
tween judges was as great as that between candidates (Edgeworth 1890 and
Ruggles 1911, cited in Linacre 1989, pp. 10-11). The American National Board of
Medical Education dropped subjective assessment after studies demonstrated
interrater reliability of only 0.25 percent (Hubbard 1971, pp. 93-99, cited in
Raymond, Webb, and Houston 1991, p. 101). Not much progress has been made
in that area in the health professions. Cason and Cason recently demonstrated
that 35 percent of variance was due to the strictness of the rater, and only 40
percent to ability (Cason arid Cason 1984).

A recent review of interrater-reliability studies reports some findings in the
0.70s and 0.80s but stated that the majority were around the 0.40s to low 0.60s
meaning that the estimated variance accounted for by ability is only 20 percent
to 40 percent (the square of the correlation) (Muzzin and Hart 1985, cited in
Raymond, Webb, and Houston 1991, p. 101). Borman is reported to have con-
ducted a very carefully controlled experiment with a rigorously constructed
scale, well-chosen samples, trained raters, and laboratory conditions, and to have
achieved only 0.80, or 64 percent (cited in Gruenfeld 1981, p. 12, cited in Linacre
1989, p. 10).

The general response has been a trend toward defined descriptors and a
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focus on training. Jason gives typical advice, suggesting that the scales be made
as clear as possible by

refining the aspects to be rated (defining the trait, adding concrete descrip-
tors; defining the qualities to be looked for, providing descriptions of the
behavior to be observed);

refining response categories; and

training the raters.

In this way, Jason claimed, scale reliabili ties of 0.86 to 0.93 were obtainable (Jason
1962, cited in Wolf 1988).

Language testing literature reporting results from experiments using care-
fully developed, defined scales and trained raters often seems to give levels of
interrater reliability higher than what appears to be the average in work perfor-
mance. For example, in a recent study on the ACTFL Guidelines, Dandonoli and
Henning report mean interrater reliabilities between ACTFL-trained examiners
and "naive native speakers" of between 0.929 and 0.857 (Dandonoli and Henning
1990). Milanovic and others report mean interrater reliabili ties of 0.93 during the
development of the rating scales for the new Cambridge Assessment of Spoken
English examination (Milanovic et al. 1992). However, these are obviously "lab"
results; the average is clearly a lot lower.

People have tried to reduce the element of chance in ratings by systematizing
procedures, providing rigorous training, and using various raw score conver-
sions. None of these methods has worked very well, however, because they treat
the data as if it were linear (Engelhard 1991) and tend to use aggregate scores
even though the actual problem is thought to lie with the individual rater (Saal,
Downey, and Lahey 1980). Many writers would not in any case accept that
interrater reliability is in itself a viable goal, following the ,rgument that if a group
of raters agree entirely, the one thing certain is that the agreed rating is wrong;
agreement may be an agreed bias rather than a valid measure (Saal, Downey, and
Lahey 1980). This point can be taken further, to say that the reliability of a rating
scale, however established, says nothing about its validity, since the reliability
may be just consistent bias and is not synonymous with rating accuracy (Wherry
1952).

The situation is further complicated by the fact that we do not really know
how people rate, any more than we know how people learn. According to
Einhorn, people may differ radically as to how they identify information, orga-
nize it into clusters or dimensions, and then weigh and measure it. He concludes
that "in a highly probabilistic world, there may be many routes to the same goal"
(Einhorn 1974).

The classic rater errors are halo effect (transferring judgments from a global
impression to ca tegories, or between categories); central tendency (not using the
top and bottom of the scale, or tending to home in on a neutral category on a
questionnaire); and variation in severity/leniency. Training in the work perfor-
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mance evaluation field tends to concentrate on these pointsthat is to say, on
changing rater behavior. There are indications that these problems can be re-
duced by video workshop training (Cooper 1981, p. 233, in relation to halo
reduction; Ivancevich 1979, in relation to halo and severity/leniency) and by
related diary keeping prior to assessment (Bernadin and Walter 1977, in relation
to leniency). Paradoxically, however, "successful" training to change raterbehav-
ior does not necessarily increase rater accuracy or interrater reliability, and it can
in fact reduce both (Bernandin and Pence 1980; Borman 1979). Finally, the effects
of training appear to diminish over time (Ivancevich 1979; Cooper 1981, citing
Warmke and Billings 1979; Bernadin 1978).

These findings may reflect the fact that at least two of the classic errorshalo
effect/holistic rating and severity/leniencyare caused by personal character-
istics of the rater and are extremely resistant to training (Cooper 1981, pp. 226-39,
on halo; Linacre 1989, on severity). To be "effective," therefore, training concen-
trating on these errors presumably needs to destabilize the rater's natural ap-
proach, disorientating the rater in the processwhich may be what causes the
kind of loss of reliability and accuracy reported (Bernandin and Pence 1980;
Borman 1979).

Training aimed at changing rater behavior in relation to classic errors may
in fact be totally misconceived. After a review of studies bearing upon the
relationship between rater accuracy and halo effect, Cooper reaches a devastating
conclusion: "The best available estimates suggest that halo and accuracy share a
median of 84 of the variance, but the direction is opposite to the prevailing
assumptionthat is, higher halo and higher accuracy modestly covaried" (Coo-
per 1981, p. 239).

Cason and Cason suggest that three factors determine how a rater rates: (I )
"resolving power" (whether or not someone can make decisions); (2) the "rater
reference point," or RRP (a pivotal implicit standard); and (3) sensitivity (Cason
and Cason 1984). For example, a teacher who usually teaches the fourth grade
will have a standard, an internalized norm, of what a prototypical fourth-grader
would achieve; English language teachers who frequently take First Certificate
students may have RRPs that are very close to each other, having over a period
of time internalized the norm for a "pass" as First Certificate. A rater with high
sensitivity is one who discriminates well in the immediate vicinity of his or her
RRPthe way many teachers can so reliably rank their students for overall
ability; a rater with low sensitivity is one who rates well over the whole contin-
uum, not necessarily any better near his or her RRP. If Cason and Cason's
internalized standard (the RRP) is holistic, as they imply, this may help explain
the complex interaction with category judgments that we call halo effect.

Borman suggests that, rather than focusing on classic rating errors, training
to improve interrater reliability should seek a "common nomenclature" like a
"frame of reference" for defining effectiveness levels, as well as standardized
observation and agreed-upon weightings of qualities. I le suggests that training
to increase accuracy requires that these agreed-upon effectiveness levels and the
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weights attached to different factors be "correct" and "uncontaminated" by
irrelevant aspects, which implies that they should be objective measures of
subjective judgments (Borman 1979).

The suggestions from Einhorn, Bernadin and Pence, Cooper, Cason and
Cason, and Borman seem to confirm a lot of empirical and anecdotal evidence
from language testing, and directions in which the assessment of oral interaction
seems to be moving. For example, the Eurocentres approach to the assessment of
spoken performance in group interaction uses two assessors: one who knows the
class (high sensitivity), and one who knows the whole range of the level (low
sensitivity) whether or not he or she knows the class. The procedure does not try
to prevent halo effect, and although grades are allocated to each rating factor, this
is done after giving an initial holistic impression based on a defined scale, and
the final overall grade is not arrived at by arithmetic (echoing the old FSI system).
The procedure in fact encourages both a holistic and an analytic approach and a
synthesis of the results, with negotiation over grades between the two assessors
as a final step to adjust for severity. This approach tries to accommodate and
allow for the chance factor of severity; what is important is that people be
consistent, true to themselves. If a rater is too severe, this is dealt with in the
negotiation with access to detailed descriptors and resort to a higher authority to
moderate if necessary (North 1991,1992a). Video examples that have been rated
and re-rated after a twelve-month interval are available for training and as a
reference of last resort.

As evidence mounts that judge severity is relatively impervious to training
and that people rate in different ways, such negotiated approaches are gaining
ground (Porter 1991).

The Linacre Many-Faceted Rasch Model

We have considered Borman's requirement for "correct," "uncontaminated"
effectiveness levels and factor weightingsin effect, for objective measures of
subjective judgments (Borman 1979)and Thu rstone's requirement that the
values attached to the scale be independent of the opinions of the persons who
helped write it (Thurstone 1928a, 1928b, cited in Wright and Masters 1982). Such
requirements suggest that in formulating an approach to standard setting and
evaluation that embraces and values the subjectivity of informed professional
judgment, it would be logical to seek some nv.vins of identifying and if necessary
adjusting for that subjectivity in the actual measure, particularly during the
process of defining "effectiveness levels" and evaluating the video examples that
will be the main standardization instruments for training. The Lincare many-fac-
eted Rasch model offers a way to do this.

The Linacre Rasch model differs from previous Rasch models, and from
previous treatments of interrater reliability, in that it takes the chances of having
a severe or lenient rater into account and estimates them in the same way it
estimates the chances of having a hard or easy question. It gives item-free,
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person-free, judge-free measurement, as well as (if desired) information about
the size of the steps on the rating scale. The item, person, judge, and scale step
are all "facets" of the evaluation. Other facets such as the rating occasion can also
be added. The model allows the interaction of these different facets to be studied
and appropriate adjustments to be made to arrive at a fairer, more accurate
judgment.

The approach is mainly concerned with severity (the judge); interestingly,
however, this focus on how facets interact also reflects the state of the art on
research into the halo effect. Murphy and Anhalt propose that rather than being
a rater-related issue, as it was interpreted by Cooper (1981), "halo error may
reflect a wide variety of influences including the rater, the ratees, and the specific
behaviour that is being evaluated at a given point in time" (Murphy and Anhalt
1992, p. 499). In the terminology of studies that have used the Linacre model, rater
= judge; ratec = person; specific behavior = item (or item on a task); and given
point in time = rating occasion. This latest study echoes earlier complaints from
Landy and Farr and from Saal, Downey, and Lahey that the concentration on
rater behavior fails to acknowledge the complex interaction among raters, ratees,
traits, methods, times, and so on (Landy and Farr 1980; Saal, Downey, and Lahey
1980).

Like all item-response models, the Linacre model uses a linking network of
anchors, so it requires a data-collection design that gives a linked network. Unlike
many other such models, it can cope with incomplete dataand is very economical
in the way the network is constructed.

Application of the Many-Faceted Model to Framework Development

In establishing a common framework of descriptors and samples that may be
used by future judges to report achievement, it could be particularly important
to accomplish the following aims:

Involve people representative of the user populations in the process of
development (Smith and Kendall's suggestion-1963).

Incorporate description elements from "feeder systems" that will later help
identify links between those feeder systems and the framework (anchoring).

Separate the parametersperson, task, judge, groups of jud ges (Thu rstone's
requirement-1928b).

Establish how different groups of users interpret different kinds of descrip-
tors (Borman 1979; Schneider and Richterich 1992).

Do rigorous item analysis during framework construction to identify false
assumptions before they systematize the error they are designed to red uce
a common failing with behaviorally anchored rating scales (Landy and Farr
1983).
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Establish the plausibility of the model, the way real ratings relate to or "fit"
the model. Can people use it?

Establish that the elements of the system (tasks, quality statements, holistic
generalizations, actual performances related to those) demonstrate coher-
encethat they can be measured on one dimension.

Establish the degree to which levels of performance can be distinguished
the number of level strata that can be deduced from the way people rate.

Check the existence and real relative size of the steps on the proposed scale,
and compare them with the empirically determined level strata in the data.
Discover how the order and segmentation in the hierarchy relate to those
expected, and act accordingly.

Work interactively incorporating data, making revisions until a satisfactory
hierarchy is established.

Do rigorous quality control of the wording of the resultant draft descriptors.

All these aims can be achieved with the Linacre version of the Rasch model in the
program FACETS, which is the latest in a series of Rasch programs developed in
the MESA laboratory at the University of Chicago. The only restricting require-
ment is that the data matrix have adequate links in it.

Relevant FACETS Studies

A number of studies have used the FACETS model since its appearance in 1988,
and the most significant are summarized below.

Myford assessed how the acting ability of high school students was inter-
preted by different groups of judges: experts, theater buffs, and novices. She used
a six-point Likert scale in a questionnaire of thirty-six qualities, each identified
by a label (Myford 1991). For experts, buffs, and novices, one could imagine
grouping by geographical region, language (native/non-native speaker), or role
(teacher/student/employer).

In a series of studies, Stahl and Lunz examined practical medical examina-
tions, checking the consistency of judges' ratings across a number of administra-
tions of the exam: did they keep to their standard? (Stahl and Lunz 1991; Stahl,
Lunz, and Wright 1991).

In a physiotherapy study, Fisher looked at how patients performed four
steps (items) of eight composite exercises with objects (tasks), with performance
being rated in terms of four categories (quality criteria) identified with a label on
a four-point rating scale (Fisher 1991).

Kenyon and Stansfield investigated how three groups from a total of 402
teachers (bilingual education teachers, French language teachers, and Spanish
language teachers) ranked thirty-eight tasks from the ACTFL Guidelines; the
teachers were asked to rate each task on a five-point Likert scale, indicating
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whether a teacher of French/Spanish in Texas should be able to perform that
particular task. In a second study, the same teachers were asked to rate fifteen to
seventeen audiotape extracts from interviews previously rated On the ACTFL
scale by ACTFL raters as yes or no in answer to the question whether this person
had a sufficient level of French/Spanish to teach in a Texas classroom. The
answers were used to determine a hierarchy among the tasks and among the
extractsa hierarchy that coincided very closely with that intended in the ACTFL
Guidelines, with the exception of four tasks having a high nonlinguistic or
personal dimension (Kenyon and Stansfield 1992).

Tyndall and Kenyon validated a newly developed holistic rating scale of
defined descriptors to be used in the placement test for Georgetown University's
ESL (English as a second language) program. The analysis endorsed the scale and
identified one teacherwho had been away when the staff developed the scale,
and who also missed trainingas "misfitting" and in need of remedial training
(Tyndall and Kenyon forthcoming).

Nirmber of Levels/Points/Bands

Another measurement question, this one concerned with the "vertical" axis of
the framework, is the number of levels to adopt (North 1992b). In an approach
aimed at improving transparency for the various partners in the system, there is
some argument for having a scale of defined bands or steps rather than a
continuous numerical reporting scale (e.g., 1 to 1,000). This philosophical and
educational argument has received psychometric support from a study by
McKelvie showing that a continuous numerical scale offers no advantages in
terms of reliability or validity (McKelvie 1978).

The question, then, becomes how many defined steps to have. The argument
for fewer, broader bands is primarily a psychometric one, and the argument for
more, smaller steps is primarily an educational one (North 1992b). As the series
of FACETS studies just referred to illustrates, there is a tendency to use rating
scales with between four and six steps.

In the majority of studies investigating the optimal number of steps, the
optimal number has been related to the reliability of the scale (McKelvie 1978):

Empirical research from the 1950s suggests that maximum reliability is
reached with five steps; this reliability remains constant up to nine steps and
tails off with either three or eleven (Bendig 1953, 1954a, 1954b, cited in Landy
and Farr 1983). An almost identical conclusion was reached by Lissitz and
Green after a series of laboratory studies reclassifying data (Lissitz and
Green 1975). Ma tell and Jacoby report stable reliability from two to nineteen
categories (Matell and Jacoby 1971), but other studies suggest no increase in
reliability above six categories (McKelvie 1978). Miller summarized his
findings with the rule of thumb "seven, plus or minus two," pointing ou t
that psychologists even then had long been using seven-point scales on
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intuitive grounds (Miller 1956). McKelvie concludes by recommending five
or six (McKelvie 1978).

Pollitt explains the relationship between reliability and the decision capa-
bility from any test (or rating). A reliability of 0.96 is needed for ten bands,
0.90 for six bands, and 0.80 for four bands (Pollitt 1991). Considering the
points made earlier about commonly reported levels of interra ter reliability,
this suggests that five levels is optimistic for operational systems.

An approach used in several studies focusing on the standard deviation of
discriminationstudies suggesting that information gains were rapid up to
ten or twelve categories, and that small gains were made up to forty-feur
categorieshas been demolished on methodological grounds. The studies
in this area suggest that there is no advantage to be gained from using more
than twelve categories (McKelvie 1978).

Andrich and Masters conclude that more steps will increase precision up to
the number of decisions the person can cope witha probable maximum of
nine (Andrich and Mas'cers 1988).

While to some extent contradictory, the evidence suggests that five to six steps is
a safe number, but that systems of up to nine or twelve can function quite
adequately.

In connection with scales of language proficiency, it is important to distin-
guish between the number of decisions any one person is making and the number
of levels existing in the framework as a whole. The IELTS test has been criticized
(e.g., by Hamp-Lyons and Henning 1991) for having nine levels, which is known
to be more than necessary and more than raters can handle. The Cambridge
Assessment of Spoken English test reduced the number of bands from nine to six
on empirical evidence (Milanovic et al. 1992).

In Eurocentres we have a ten-level system, though for some purposes,
including placement interviews, these levels are grouped into five categories:
beginner (1), elementary (2-3), intermediate (4-5), upper intermediate (6-7), and
advanced (8-10). In progress and exit assessment, on the other hand, since
students are in classes by level, it is extremely rare to come across a range of more
than three performance levels in a class, even at the end of a course of three
months. During progress and exit assessment, we therefore also use "plus ley-
els"giving twenty points in the framework as a whole. But in practice, no rater
has to decide between more than five or six points (e.g., 3, 3+, 4, 4+, 5, or 5+),
because there will be only a limited range of level in the class, and the first step
of the assessment procedure is to establish what that range is, in order to
concentrate on the right part of the scale.

This important distinction tends to get missed in discussion of this issue,
particularly since most of the literature relates to what are in effect questionnaires
rather than scales of proficiency.

There seems to be a tendency for the number of levels/bands/ points/
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grades to increase as a scale develops from being used as a rating scale to being
used as a framework. The FSI/ ILR and ACTFL developments are a case in point.
The original FSI scale was a simple 0-5 six-point graphic rating scale. By the time
of Wilds's publication of the scale (Wilds 1975), "plus levels" were being used
between the defined levels. By 1983 the "plus levels" in what was now called the
1LR scale were fully defined, giving eleven defined levels, and the new ACTFL
Guidelinesalso derived from the FSI scale, and intimately related to the ILR
scalehad expanded the lower three levels (0-2) so that Level 0 equaled novice
low and mid; Level 0+, novice high; Level 1, intermediate low and mid; Level 1+,
intermediate high; Level 2, advanced; and Level 2+, advanced plus. Anything
above that (3-5) was superior.

In a large-scale (N = 231) experiment with minimally trained raters, Mere-
dith has suggested taking this process a stage further by adding what is in effect
a mixed standard scale (MSS) to the nine-band ACTFL scale in which raters
assigned zero for an average or middle performance, plus for an above-average
one, and minus for a below-average one (Meredith 1990). Using a multiple
regression model relating band scores to previous learning experience, Meredith
was seeking to determine whether a numerical version of a modified oral profi-
ciency scale would be more feasible for research. The modification was the MSS
rating mentioned above; the numerical version was a set of alternative gradua-
ted-interval (rather than equal-interval) scales. All the modified versions showed
an increase in the accuracy of the correlation. What is relevant to the present
discussion is that just adding the plus and minus scores to the ACTFL grades
increased the accuracy of the regression by 4 percent. This may not seem like much.
But it is unusual in that, as discussed at the beginning of this section, introducing
finer-level distinctions is usually said to reduce correlations and reliability; and it
represents an improvement nearly as great as the 5 percent increase in reliability
claimed for the addition of behavioral descriptors to numerical or graphic scales.

Griffin reports on a rating scale used for teacher observation of student
behavior during the field-trialing of band descriptors for a new reading scale.
That is to say, each level or band on the scale of proficiency can be subdivided
with a four-point 0-3 rating scale. The wording of this rating scale takes account
of partial attainment in what is seen as a developmental process; it tries to
encourage explicit observation and close comparison with the criterion descrip-
tor, rather than the norm-referencing invited by Meredith's approach:

3. If the student has establislwd the bcluiviour pattern and consistently exhil-'ts
all or most of the behaviour described in the band.

2. If the student is developing the behaviour pattern such that some but not all
of the behaviour described for a band is exhibited....

1. If the student is beginning to show signs of the behaviour pat tern of a band level
in that only a little of the pattern is shown. ...

0. if the student shows none of the behaviour pattern of a band. (Griffin 1989)
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This rating scale was a research tool used to give input to a Rasch rating scale
model analysis. Such a technique could also be used to help identify the match
between the bands on the scale and attainment in school yearsperhaps to see
if the definitions need adjustment up or down to realize the intentions of the scale.

Teachers in Eurocentres have sometimes expressed a wish to discriminate
between performances in the same band in order to be better able to demonstrate
progressor to norm-reference, to rank students. As was mentioned at the
beginning of this paper, several writers have pointed out that although scales of
proficiency are the logical conclusion in the development of criterion-referencing
away from mastery / nonmasterv knowledge of discrete items and toward the
recognition that performance takes place along a continuum of developing
mastery in the trait, scales of proficiency also blur the distinction between
criterion- and norm-referencing.

Attaching a rating scale to band levels on a scale might be a way to offer
more delicacy, more steps to climb through. A case can certainly be made for
rewarding excellence at a low level; a case can be made for judging performance
in terms of what it is reasonable to expect from a child at a certain stage of
development. One could even use the pass-credit-distinction grades, to avoid
more numbers. As with Griffin's development tool, it could be done in a way that
also seeks to put the emphasis on the stage of the developmental process, the
stability of the behavior in the student's variable interlanguage (Tarone 1983; Ellis
1986, 1987). For example:

4. Distitictiou: Very stable performance at this level, even in very relaxed or
stressful situations. Performance often peaks above this defined level, but the
student cannot sustain a performance at the next level.

3. Credit:Stable performance at this level. Can in fact peak above the standard
defined for this level in optimum conditions.

2. Good pass: Stable performance at this level in neutral conditions. May
sometimes backslide below the standard defined for this level in very relaxed,
tiring, or stressful situations.

1. Pass: Performance is usually sustained above the borderline for this level
but is not vet fully stable. May very well backslide below the standard on
occasion.

One does need to remember, however, that such an approach brings with it the
danger that teachers might decide that their class is Level 4 because it is doing
the book for Level 4, then rank the class and give out such named F.! for Level
4 (pass, credit, etc.) on the basis of class test results or "effort" rather than
consulting the criterion.

Whether one decides to have finer levels on the main scale, consulting with
teachers about how many levels they feel would be adequate to show progress
and in effect stringing a series of miniscales into an overall scale (North 1992c);
or whether one decides to have broader levels, like the Australian Second
Language Proficiency Ratings, and match teacher grades to them (Ingram and
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Wylie 1989); or whether one attaches a rating scale to the bands of a proficiency
scale (Griffin 1989)in any case, one of the things a Rasch analysis will do is to
identify the degree of discrimination, the number of level strata in the data, the
number of categories the data can bear, the number of decisions people display
an ability to make. In a Rasch analysis the figure that gives this information is the
separability statistic, which is the Rasch equivalent of a KR 20 reliability figure
(Wright and Masters 1982). It would thus be possible to base the decision about
the number of levels in a descriptive framework directly on a measurement
model.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has looked at some of the theoretical issues underlying the develop-
ment of scales of language proficiency, starting by listing the problems that have
been identified with existing scales and the reasons why people perceive a need
to develop them. It was pointed out that a scale of proficiency must be an
operational model, and while it can take account of developments in theoretical
models of language competence, it may therefore adopt descriptive categories
that relate to observable behaviors rather than the ability traits thought to
underlie them. A model is in any case a simplification rather than a replication
of reality, and its role is to help people organize and understand that reality. To
do so, it should he couched in metalanguage that. is accessible and comprehensi-
ble to the people who will use it; they should preferably be consulted in the
process.

The main different schools of presenting information through behaviorally
based scaling in work evaluation were discussed, and it was pointed out that the
difference among the formatsbehaviorally anchored rating scales, behavior
observation scales, and behavior summary scaleswas largely one of presenta-
tion. The main problems found with such scales have been due to inadequate
item analysis and insufficiently rigorous determination of the level of the anchors
(tasks), with the effect of systematizing rather than eliminating error. The anchors
tended themselves not to be anchored in a measurement model.

Experience suggests that conventional quantitative (test-level) methods for
empirically determining the construct validity of a scale, or of the descriptive
model on which it is based, may prove less enlightening than the "mapping"
(item-level) techniques offered by a many-faceted Rasch model, possibly aug-
mented by multidimensional scaling. The interaction between qualities and
sociolinguistic tasks at different levels on the ability continuum may be more
significant than the actual competence model on which the qualities are based.

Information about tasks and information about degrees of skill in perfor-
mance qualities are both necessary, and they are best kept separate because (1)
they tend to be used for different purposes in the decision-making part of the
system (constructor-oriented, assessor-oriented) and come together only in re-
porting results (user-oriented); (2) unless they are separately defined, the inter-
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action between them at different levels cannot be adequately evaluated; and (3)
separating the two gives more flexibility, which may be important since different
institutions use different qualities as criteria, and some raters rate more holisti-
cally than others.

The Rasch model offers a methodology to

do item analysisidentify which descriptors and bits of descriptors work;

establish an empirical hierarchyin our case, identify how different de-
scriptors and bits of descriptors are interpreted in terms of level; and

establish the relationship among the outcomes of different educational
sectors on a genuinely linear, common, defined scale.

The many-faceted FACETS Rasch approach has the added advantages of offering
a way to

adjust decisions about the level of descriptors or samples of performance,
to take account of the severity/leniency of judges (i.e., get more accurate
measures); and

involve different partners (teachers, students, potential employers), sectors,
and regions, identify differences of interpretation, and inform decisions on
whether and how to adjust measures for them.

A particular attraction of a Rasch approach would be that the item analysis, scale
validation, sample calibration, and so on would all be part of the same databank,
simplifying the development process. This databank could be continually ex-
panded in a project spiraling outward in a series of phases while being able to
give a concrete outcome with final calibrations at the conclusion of each defined
phase.

In this way one could meet the ultimate test of scale generalizability, bY
separating the values given to items that make up the descriptors in the scale from
the opinion of the people who were involved in its development. This would not
remove subjectivity completely; but it would mean that the values used were
those of a wide consensus, reflecting different perspectives, just as the categories
used were based on the consensus on theoretical and operational models of
language competence taken into account when constructing the scale.

Such an approach to the development of a common descriptive framework
would provide an empirical psychometric base to support itthe framework
would be rooted in a measurement theorywhich would help to increase the
currency of the eventual reporting instrument.
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